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CMAPTE 

IN TRO D UG'TION 

The tenn "Balong" is a generic term which dssigrrwtes E L  :hc sanii: 

time the name of the language and the name of the ethnic gi-oup. 'l'c avoid 

confusion, we wiil adopt the phonetic form, BB.i?q? for t!ie name o f  the 

language and the orthographic form Balong when rcfcrring io ilic ethnic 

group. This chapter which serves as an introduction to this w o k  i s  6ivide.d 

into four sections. Section one presents the Fhiong people arrd h e i r  

language; section two, previous studies done on the language;  section ?hers 

gives the aims of this study and section four; the approa,cI: and 

methodology used in the work. 

I. 1. THE BALONG PEOPLE AND THE1 LANG CJ&%GE 

1.1.1. Geographical Location. 

I t  is very difficult to locate the BBlhg language geographically. This 

is because the Balong people arc scattered in two pi-ovinws, namc!y, !he 

Littoral and South west provinces. This task is further iexdered more 

difficult by the fact that the different clans which make up the etanic group 

are in certain areas separated from each other hy at  least one coinrjletely 

, .  

different ethnic group (cf. Map No I.). To overconle this <!if-^ ' y, we 

have decided to situate the B&l6g language following !tie pxessnt d2y 

administrative localisation of its speakers. Thus we can say i h a i  %ihq i s  

spoken in the following areas in Cameroon: 

- In  Mbanga Sub-division, Mungo Division, tittor;:? pi-avi 

-In Muyuka Sub-division, Fako Division, So:& West ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ i i i . c e .  
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- In  Kumba Sub-division, Meme division, South West pi-ovince. 

-In Mbonge - (Marumba) Sub-division, Meme divlsic;n, South Wes! 

province. 

The dispersed settlement of Billbr~ speakers has brought aSo:it many 

linguistic interferences due to 'contacts with other ethnic g r o ~ p x  speaking 

neighbouring languages. This partly explains the modifications In its 

phonological system and its varieties from one clan to another. (cf. Map 

No.2) ky 

1.1.2. Historical Background. 

"..-I- U\ , 'LJ  , 
< .. 4.: -t 2 I\,\-. , '  / -  ' 

According to Dieu et Renaud (!983:11 I ) ,  the na:ivc s z -  

B&l?q, Mbo, N s ~ e ,  Akmse and Nh3 have one ancestor caliei! Ego$. Dugast 

(1949:33) holds that Elong, (Nlong to the natives), the ancesitor of the 

Balong left the mountainous region of Western Mungo to settie in the 

valley situated in this area. Following the information we got on fire fi.eid, 

the Balong people all came from Mengue, a i ~ c a l i t y  called "Sppcr  Balong" 

of which the district capital today is Manyemen. They sectled aiang the 

river Mungo. Some stayed at Mukond3e, Kumba Sub-divisiixi whi.le others, 

step by step, came into the Mungo valley (more preeiseEji, the present day 

Muyuka Sub-division). Due to overpopnlation zcd its re!a:ed probicn~s, part 

of this group crossed the river Mungo to settle in Mba:n$>a 0 -  T, locality 

formally called Mwi(r). Some others, the Bai f i r s t  settled aroirnd the 

present day Bamusso Sub-division then they Left for Bamok3-Ltr.me vilrage 

because their children were devoured by crocodiles. Laier en, they 

abandoned Bamoko to settle definitively in Bai. Oral sources a?: 

Mbonge ethnic group, found in Marumba, is made up pariiy of Da1un.g 

people. These Balong have totally lost their identity. 

,. 

, *  

.. 





A 

At the end of their migrations, the Uaiozg fouind :i:emseives 

distributed in five different clans: 

-The Bakoni clan (the Balong of the North) which occupies the 

Talangaye district, Nguti Sub-division, Koup6 and Marieirguba d i v i k i ~ n ,  

South West province. 

-The Bai clan (the Balong of the West) situated i i i  Mbonge STJD- 

division. I t  is made up of seven villages; Bai K&e, Bai Moksmiwafem, Bai 

Sombe, Bai foi, Bai Longue, Bai Mwasa and Bai Mmya. These vi ihges are 

not easily accessible in the rainy season due to the bad slate of :he uiita~red 

road linking them to the Sub-divisional capital (Mhongc) a i i d  t o  h c  Mcini: 

divisional capital (Kumba). 

-The Mbok Ekoko clan (the Balong of the Center) which cccvples 

the Kumba Sub-division. This clan is made up of four v i k g e s :  Badurnat, 

Malende, Mukond3e and Mundame. 

-The Dfufand3e clan (the Balong of the South) found in .Muydca Sub- 

division. It is made up of four villages: Muyuka, Yoke, Ma.?e=de 2nd 

Mpondo. 

-The Mwi claw (the 5along of  the East) si!ua!ed i n  M h n p  Sub- 

division. This clan i s  made up of seven villagcs: Muyuka ,  Yc)&G,  I [KO, 

Ndom, Ndoh, Dikounia and Nkwangsi. 

* !:-! 

Dieu et Renaud (1983:158 and 162) have numbered the .na!!ves of 

Nh3 (the Bafaws) at more than 10.000 and estimated the native speakers of 

BBlGrj between 5.000 and 10.000. However, in his closing speech et the 

first annual congress of the “Balong Cultural and Deveioprnen: 

Organisation” (BACULDO), Chief Eband3a of Mukon t i~e  ev;:!~.a!ed the  

descendants of Nlong at 60.000. 

Despite the fact that they are scattered in two prt,vjnces> ail the 

Balong seem to live in the same way, their main occupation being ramiing. 

Food crops like cocoyams, plantains, beans, potatoes, maizc. pincai3pic arid 

cassava are cuitivated while cash crops include coffee, palm uil, cocoa, 
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citrus fruit and hevea. 1:ishing and animal rearing are extensively practiced. 

The system of govcrnrnent is traditional with a paramount f i r s t  ciass chief 

at t h e  head of t h e  clans found i n  the Sub-divisional hcadquarters. Fie Is 

assisted by second class chiefs. Third class chiefs assiirne t!ic h!nc:ions o f  

village heads and notables to the paramoilnt chief. 'i'hcy are Yoilowed in 

hierarchy by quarter heads and finally family heads who s a v e  a:: 

councilors to the third class chiefs. 

1.1.3. Linguistic Location. 

B$Ibg - code 642'- is a Bantu language be!ongini._ to the Benue- 

Congo family. Under the Bantu Equatorial Sub-branch lar,g:uages, it 

belongs to the coastal Bantu Sub-group. Guthrie (1967:3 1 )  ciz.ssi.fies i t  

under group 10, Lundu- Bglbg, zone A, where it is identified as A 13 next to 

Londo A1 1, Barue ,412, B3nkeg A14 and Mb3 Ai5. B?il&g as a language, is 

made up of two dialects: the Rdyi diaicct and the B l b q  diaicci prcpces. 

The Rbyi dialect (to the natives) is called Bai by the Ezkpwes or 

Bakweris (Mokpwe speakers) and U&yi by Dieu cl l ienaud ($983). 

The R6yi dialect is bounded: 

-to the North by the Bakundu dialect of the East O r o h  !a.nguage 

(code 632) 

-to the South by the Wumbuko language (code 622) 

-to the East by the Dakundu dialect of the Mokpwi: language (code 

-to the West by the Bakde language (code 6 2 5 )  and the Barondo 

dialect of the West Oroko language (code 63  1 )  

' 642 is the number used by Dieu et Renaud lo designate the Biihi] language. ' 1  lie r::imber 6 siendr 
for the geographical zone in which the tanguage is situated, 4 indicates tile nuihr! of gc.~ieiiidly 
neiyhbouring languages and 2 the language itself within this group. 
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The Uilbij dialect on its part is called Nloq or Valoggi by the 

Bankon (the Barornbis) and the Uakweris respectively and i t  is considered 

to be thc reference dialcct by thc natives. This is thc dialect on w ’ n i ~ h  ou r  

study is based. This dialect is bounded: 

-to the South-East by Birjkbn, a dialect of Lbrnbk (code 400) 

-to the South by Mhfingb, a dialect of Duala (code 610). 

-to the East by YBbissi, a dialect of B&sB;i (code 401) 

-to the West by B ikhd l i ,  an East Oroko dialect, and by the Mh3 

(code 641) and Mokpwe (code 621) languages. 

Despite the phonetic alternations within the Rbyi and Bi1?q dialects, 

the two remain the dialects of one and the same language. As  such, in  spite 

of these variations all UBib l~  dialects are mutually infc!iigibic exccpt ibr the 

dialect spoken in the Bakoni clan. In fact as Dieu et Renaud (1YW3:I 11) 

have pointed out, the other Balong affirm that an interprcter IF needed 

between them and the Bakonis for communication to be ei’l’cctivc. As such,  

though they claim to belong to the Balong ethnic group, the Bakoni are 

linguistically attached to the Kenyang language (code 88 1). 

1.2. PREVIOUS STUDIES ON T E LANGUAGE 

B216rj is a language that is not yet very m w h  explored. I n  1997. 

KOUOI-1 MBOUNDJA worked on this language i n  ti i s  “-initrise” 

dissertation: Esquisse Phonologique du Bhlbrj. Using the structural 

approach, h e  was able to establish a sound system For the language as well 

as propose a writing system, the basis from which furthcr scientiric work 

could be done on the language. In 1399, KDUOH again werked on the 

morphology of Bil6l~ in his “Pro jet de Thkse”, Mcr~p!rc;log:e du Lyh?Z6!g 

Though this work has not yet been developed, it lays the grouiidvioik foi 

the BBlbg nominal and verbal forms. So far, we have !lot laid bands on any 

other work on UBlGg, though it is possible that i t  may exist 
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1.3. AIM of STUDY 

This study is principally aimed at describing the phonological 

processes in BU6q nominal and verbal forms in such a way as io expiain 

suitably all surface phonological melodies. it is a h  aimed at testing :hc 

Lexical Phonology model in BBl6q and lastly :o  contribute to the 

description and analysis of our African languages. 

1.4. THEORETICAL FRA 

METHODOLOGY. 

1.4. I .  Theoretical framework. 

The approach used in this work is the Lexical Phonolqg model. 

Unlike Standard Generative Phonology where all the irzorphoiogica! 

processes are assumed to apply before the phonological rdes ,  Lexical 

Phonology assumes an interaction between tbe phonoiogica! rules and the 

different stages of word formation (Kiparsky 1982, M O ~ I X I ~ K I  1356, 

Pulleyblank 1986, Mutaka 1994). This belief stems from the assuizptioa 

that a word is formed at different stages called strata or levcis ;md at  each 

level, phonological rules are present and thus apply. More inforination on 

the Lexical Phonology model is given at the end of this woi-k in the General 

Conclusion. 
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1.4.2. Methodology. 

This prqject started with data collection. Part of the data came from 

KOUOIH MUOUNDJA who had earlier worked on tiic leriguage and the 

rest from informants whom the researcher met here in Yaounde. All the 

informants, Ewan.je Emilienne, Epane Musambe . Suzarlnc iiild i'enda 

Ernestine, are speakers of the 1386~ dialect and they had grown. up in the 

village. As such, their mastery of the language u'zs unquestionable. 

The main medium of communication on the field was French since it 

was the code shared by the researcher and the informants. The infoormants 

gave direct translations in BUbg for the words which the researcher asked 

them. These were then noted down. Afterwards, the researcher classlfied 

them into nouns and verbs, analysed them and drew conclusions. 

In analysing the verbal data, close attention w a s  paid ic the 

behaviour of the various verb roots when the FV and thc exknsions are 

added. The researcher also checked which extensions are present i:i the 

language and then went on to conjugate the verbs in certain tenses so as to 

determine the behaviour of the tense markers. As for the nominal forms, 

nouns were looked at in isolation, in subject position and 'cefgre an 

adjective. This enabled the researcher to determin-e the uiiderly ing forms of 

nouns and to fully explain the surface phonological alternations. 

1.5. OUTLINE OF WQRK 

This work is divided into five chapters. Chapter One deals with the 

introduction which gives the geo-historical situation as well as the 

linguistic classification of Biilbg. I t  also presents the pievious works done 

on the language, the approach and methodology used and an outline of the 

entire work. 
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Chapters Two, Three and Four treat the phonology of the verb. 

Chapter Two treats the constituents of the verb complex form (i.e. SM, TM, 

Rt, Ext(s), FV) giving their underlying forms. Chapters 'I'hree and Four 

dwell on some tenscs in U k l t q .  While Chapter 'l'hrce treats the infinitive, 

the present tense and the future tense, Chapter Four focuses on the past 

tense. 

Chapter Five is reserved for the nominal forms. I t  treats the n o m  

class system (mainly the phonological alternations witnessed here), the 

underlying tones in nouns and some cases of reduplication. 

The work closes with a general conclusion which gives more 

information on the Lexical Phonology model and presents a summary of the 

results of this project. 



CHAPTER 11 

OLQGY QF THE VERB: THE 'VER 

MORPHE 

11.0. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter as well as chapters three and four focus on the verb in'\\ 

Bglbg. This is because a lot of phonological processes in Bilhg  revolve'^' 
around the verb and as such, it needs to be given keen attention. In this 

chapter, we will discuss the structure of the verb in B i I h ~ j  and then move 

ahead to examine the underlying forms of the various morphemes that 

make up the verb complex form. 

11. I .  THE VERBAL STRUCTURE 

In general the Bantu verb has the following structure: 

S M  -TM - OM - Rt - Ext (s) - FV 

where SM is the subject marker, TM, the tense marker(s) and /or the 

aspectual marker(s), OM, the object marker, Rt, the root, Extfs), one or 

more extensions and FV, the final vowel (Mutaka 1994). 

BBl$ verbs have a similar struct e except that the different 

morphemes do not constitute a single W. Nevertheless, these isolated 

morphemes need to be considered as one phonological word in which 

lexical rules apply. The object marker which always comes at the end of 

the verb does not have much influence on the other consti tuents of the 

ck9@J Y 
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verbal form and has therefore been left out in cur presentation of the 

verbal structure. 

The BAlbg verb thus has the following structure: 

(1) SM - .I‘M - Rt - (FV) - (Ext.(s))’ 

This structure can be illustrated with the following examples: 

(2) a. SM+TM - Rt -FV 

s2 - j3l - 3 ‘we laugh’ 

s9 - k61 - 8 ‘we shave’ 

b. SM +TM - Rt -Ext. 

s9 - j3l-  ii ‘we make S. 0. laugh’ 

s2 - k61 -&n ‘we shave e. 0.’ 

The root and the extension(s) constitute a morphological un i t  caiied 

the base while the base and FV form what is called the stem. Following our 

subsequent analyses, the stem is formed at stratum one whiIe the rest  of the 

word comes in at stratum two. In certain tenses like the pas! per€et.ct and 

imperfect tenses where the TM is a discontinuous morpheme, we will argue 

that the first part of this morpheme comes before the veil)  mu: (a prefix) 

while the second part comes after i t  (a  suffix). Following the assumption in 
Lexical Phonology that in word building, the material to the right of the 

verb root is affixed before that to the left, we will argue that the s e c o ~ d  

part of the discontinuous morpheme marking tense is affixed at st- idhim one 

so that it becomes part of the verb stem. The first part then comes in at 

stratum two as well as  all the other TMs that are prefixes. ‘These arguments 

are substantiated in section 11.6.1. of this chapter. 

1 The FV and the Ext(s) are bracketed because they are mutua:ly exclusive. When tlie verb ends with 
the FV, the Ext(s) are absent and vice versa. 
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The SM and the TM are sometimes referred to as I N K ,  (Mutaka, 

1994), when they constitute a prosodic word’, and in BBltq, the INFL word 

has been found to exist only in verbs conjugated in the present tense. We 

have therefore termed the present TM and the SM, LNFI.. bccause they 

seem to function as a unit. 

After presenting the verbal structure, we will move on to discuss in 

detail each of the verbal morphemes. 

11.2. THE ROOT 

Biil61~ distinguishes three different verb roots, namely: 

-CV-, -CVC- and -CV. CV. CV. 

11.2.1. The - CV - Verb root. 

This root is found only in verbs that have a monosyllabic stem 

consisting of a root and a ~l FV. Betow are some examples: 

1-tli ‘to bust’ 

i-16 ‘beat’ 

i-bj5 ‘to talk’3 

b. i-3i ‘to cry, 

i-mg ‘to swallow’ 

osodic word is not necessarily a morphological word, but in 
at the SM and the present TM constitute a morphological 
ed as the INFL prosodic word. Secondly, rules apply in 

INFL in a non cyclic way, and this is what we witness wi!h !tie 1NFL prosodic word 

One argument could also be that the verb ‘ibjd’ is underlying /i & - a / ,  Le. Pfx +-Rt -t I+’. 
We have however argued this out because we have noticed that in Balbx], the -CV- .verb 
root provokes the deletion of the FV. Below are more examples Io substantiate this 
argument: ikj  ‘to hate’, ij& ‘to sharpen’, ifQ ‘to arrive’, iki ‘to deny’, ika’ to share’. 
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C. i-65 ‘to be’ 

1-16 ‘to insult’ 

-4 e w V Y 5 - 4  i - O J  
.J 

11.2.1.1 It tone groups. .G 
As can be seen from the data above, the -CV- verb root exhibits 

ree different tonal melodies, namely: the H tone, the L tone and the HL 
tone. Despite these surface tones, Bhlbr~ verbs essentialiy have two 

underlying tones, the H and the L tones as will be discussed below. 

In the forms in (3a), which consist of H tone verbs, the H tone is 

presumably floating and links to the first root vowel following the UAC 

(Pulleyblank, 1986a) which state: 

(4) Association conventions. 

Map a sequence of tones onto a sequence of tone bearing units 

a) From Left to right. 

b) In a one-to-one relation. 

Well-formedness condition. 

Association lines do not cross. 

One pertinent argument for this analysis is that the €3 tone in the 

infinitive is never found on a vowel other than the root vowel. The verb 

root is therefore underlyingiy H. 
For the last form in (3a), ‘ibj&’, we will argue that it is underlyingly 

/i -bia - a / and that the H tone links to the first root vowel ‘i’. When 

devo~al i sa t ion~ occurs, the i-I tone is left floating and it links onto ‘a’ 

giving it a H tone. The derivations in (5) better illustrate these arguments: 

, Devocalisation. 
In Bilaq, the high vowels t i ]  and [u] devocalise into the giides (jl and [\VI 

respectively before non high vowels. This g iws  us the folto\ving rule: 

+ h i  3 -coiis I - - -  -hi  
-syl V. 

I t  sltonld be noled that i n  vcibal fornis, c!evocalis;rtion O C C ~ , , ~  ot;iy a i  slr~l,, , ,l ,  o,,e, .. 1 

i’ ‘ ‘ 3  l:c!!i s!!.)!a “*:e and two. ;; 



(5) i l i  

UR / i -la-a 

I I  

Stratum 1. la 

UAC I 

H 
Devoc. - 

Tone lk. - 

I 

Stratum 2. i -la 

I 
H 

Postlexically i -la 

! I  
; u  

DefL. L 
PR [ 

16 

ibjk 

i-bia-a/ 
11  

bia 
I 
I 

I3 

j 

ibja 
/ 

r:i 
i - bja 

I 
H 

i - bja 

: I  
I H  

L 
ibji] 

As for the L tone verbs in (3b), an easier analysis would be to say 

that they are toneless underlyingly and that they get their  L tone by default. 

A look however at  these verbs when they are conjugated in the past perfect 

tense shows that this assumption cannot be true. Consider the data below: 

6) a. Grn? ‘to swallow’ 

i-k3 ‘to hate’ 

I-Je ‘to sharpen’ . .. 
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b. s i  mE ‘we had swal!owed’ 

si k3 ‘we had hated’ 

si jE ‘we had sharpened’ 

The alternations on the root vowel can be said to come from the past 

perfect TM which as will be argued later, is the discontirluotis morpheme, o 

... i. This TM has two tones underlyingly, a I-1 tone which is linked arid a L 

tone which is floating. When the verbs above are conjugated rn this tense, 

the second part of the TM ‘i’ is deleted since Bkibq does not permit 

adjacent non identical vowels within one word. Its tones, however, remain 

floating. While its H tone is linked onto the verb root which already bears 2 

L tone, its L tone is stray erased’. This gives rise to a LFI contour tone on 

the verb root, a result which will not be obtaiged if the verb root was 

considered to be toneless. The L tone verbs are therefore underlyingiy L. 

This is better explained in the derivation in (7) 

( 7 )  imE 

UR/ i-mE 

L 

Stratum 1. nl E 
I Rt I 

L 
Stem - 

V del. - 

si mi? 

si - a - m ~ - i /  

I 
H L HL 

me 
I 
I 

L 

m-s - i 

I I  
I, 1-i r ,  

u 

Stray erasure 
V 
L 
x0 
lllis rule states a floating tone which does not link is wiped o f f  or becorxa zeio ( n )  

J 

I 
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Tone Ik. - mE 

r, 
L FI L 

Stratum 2.  i-m& si - 0 - mE 

I A I I 
L H L H L  

Stray - si - a - mE 

erasure I A I 

I3 L €1 L 

Y17 

Postlexically i-me si - 0 - mE 

1 1  1 A 

Def L. I L  H LH 
L 

PR [im? si mZ] 

Finally, the forms in (3c), appear with a surface I I L  contour tone. To 

explain this tonal melody, we will assume that the verb root is underlyingly 

H and that the L tone comes from the FV which got deleted but whosc tone 

remained in place. One strong argument for this asstlmptioii is that Phlhg 

does not permit adjacent noli identical vowels within [lie sanie word. As 

such the FV has to delete before a -CV- verb root. Secondly, only verb 

roots with this -CV- pattern appear with a IIL contour tone which is always 

at word final position. This is adequate proof that this tone rcsults from the 

linking of a floating L tone which could only come from the deleted FV. 

The derivation in (8) better clarifies these arguments: 

(8) $62 

UR I i - ba - 0 1  

H L  



. 

Stratum 1. 

Rt. 

Stem 

Tone Ik. 

Stratum 2. 

Imp'. 

Postlexically 

Def L . 

PR 

19 

ba 
, 
H 

ba - 0 

I 
13 L 

ba - a 

I', 
€ I  L 

i - ba 

n 
HL 

i -b a 

l A  
; 111, 

6 

i - 6 a  

' A  I 

; tlL 

L 

[if31 

11. 2.2. The -CVC- verb root. 

This is the most attested verb root in Albri. 1: appears in both 

monosyllabic and disyllabic verb stems. Below are some examples: 

'. Implosion: b -> 6 I - [ - hi ] 
V I  

In BU6g , the plosive sound, [bJ, becomes the implosive, [6 j, bcfote lion tiigti vowe!s 



(9 )  a. i - jkn ‘to see’ 

i - dig ‘to love’ 

b. i - k61 -6 ‘to shave’ 

‘to laugh’ i - j3l - 3 

C. i - l5nd -3n ‘to flatter’ 

‘ to  curse’ i - thm - il 

The forms in (9a) have a monosyllabic stem made up of a root and a 

0 FV while those in (9b) and (9c) have a disyllabic stem with the structures 

root +FV and root -i- fornial extension respectively 

11. 2.2.1. Tone groups. 

Like the - CV- verb root, the -CVC- root has two underlying tone?, 

the H tone and the L tone. In I 1  tone verbs, the 1-1 tone is presumably 

floating and links to the first root vowcl fol low:~g thc GAc’, (Ptilieyblank, 

1986a). The FV and the extensions as wii! be argued later are L 

underlyingly. Ilowcver, we find them surfacing with a i iL  contour toric in 

I4 tone verbs like ik616 and il5nd3n. This alteination can tic argued to result 

from tI’fS which occurs at stratum one and whic5 we have calied HTSl so 

as  to distinguish it from the FITS which occurs at stratum two. This rule i s  

defined thus: 

(10) HTS1:V V7 

L’ 
I 1  

’ .Note should be taken of the fact that €ITS does not occur irthe TEU to which :lie H toi!e is 
spreading bears a H tone. The numbers I and 2 atiributed to the rule of HTS are meant to distinguish 
between the two rules. 
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It states: A 1.1 tone spreads rightwards to the next TBU. 
t should be noted that the rule of HTS occurring at stratum two provokes 
he delinking of the tone of the affected TBU if it is followed by another 

- .  

s us the following rule of HTS. 

(1 <: v id .! 
(+) 1.. yj HTS2:V VV 

I.-$  
H L  

Thus, the H tone of the root vowel spreads rightwards onto the next 

BU which already bears a L tone to give ik616 and il5nd5n. One strong 

gument for this analysis is that in L tone verbs like ij313, the tone on the 

remains L. 

As for L tone verbs, the L tone is, equally, presumably floating and 

ks to the first root vowel at stratum one. One reason for giving this a L 

one is that a NL contour tone results in the imperative form of the verbs as 

ustrated below: 

1 1 )  a. i-dig ‘to love’ 

i-sjk ‘to look for’ 

b. si dig ‘let’s love’ 

si ssk ‘let’s look for’ 

These forms show that when the SM, ‘si’, is added to the stern at 

ratum two, its H tone spreads onto the root vowel. This spreading Ii tone 

omes into contact with an underlying L tone, thus provoking a HL 
ontour lone. 

.2.3. The -CV.CV.CV verb root 

This polysyllabic verb root is not very common in Bilhg. KOUOH in 

his Proiet de thGse, Morpholoaie du &?ilhrr, classifies i t  uritler the -CVC- 
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with the argument that the remaining -V.CV-is an extension. 

ever disagreed with him because extensions in BBlbr, are of 

the form -VC- and studies on Bantu languages have so far proven that 

extensions usually have the shape -VC. (Meeussen, 1967). 

Below are some examples of this verb root type. 

(12) a. i-65y312 ‘to accuse falsely’ 

i-fktini ‘to imitate’ 

b. i-k&jjlsk ‘to judge’ 

i-piggini ‘to scatter’ 

11.2.3.1. Tone groups. 

Unlike the -CV- and -CVC- verb roots, this root contrasts H and a 

tones underlyingly. In the forms in (12a) above, the root vowels are 

underlyingly toneless and they get their L tones by default. This 

ass.umption is made more certain when we look at the imperative form o f  

these verbs. Consider the data below: 
” i\ 

(13)  a. i-6Byil2 ‘to accuse falsely’ . (C-Jk 1’ fl ’ , .  
4’ 

\<A‘ i 

\ c  
i-fktini ‘to imitate’ \d < k7?L 

b. si-GQy312 ‘let’s accuse falsely’ 

si-f6tini ‘let’s imitate’ 

The H tone on the first root vowel in (L3b), shows that there has 

TS. This H tone spreading from the SM, ‘si’, links onto the first root 

vowel which is toneless, thus giving it a H tone. This will not be the case if 
this vowel was underlyingly L as we would expect a HI2  C O J I ~ Q L I ~  tone when 

HTS occurs. The remaining root vowels then get their L tones by default. 

the forms in (IZb), the H tone, presumably, starts by being 

links to the first root vowel following the UAC 
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(Pulleyblank, 1986a). The remaining root vowels then get their L tones by 

default. The following derivations better explain this. 

(14) ifktini ik5jisk 

UR / 

Stratum I 

Stratum 2 

Postlexically: 

Def L. 

PI< 

i-fetini 

fctini 

i -fetini 

i -fetini 
I I I  I 
I I /  I 

I I I  I 
I I 1  I 

L L L L  

[ifktini 

i-kajiss 

€1 
kajisc 
I 
I 

u 
i-kajisE 

I 
E1 

i-kajiss 
1 
I I I I  
; I I  ; ; 
L L L  

ikiijisk] 

From the discussions above, we can concltlile that B?tlhg is a 

language which contrasts E1 vs L tones in the -CV- and -CVC- syllabie root 

types and H vs o in the -CV.CV.CV root type. 

After the verb root, we will proceed to discuss thc FV and the 

extensions after which we will examine the subject markers and the tense 

markers. 



11.3. THE FINAL VOWEL 

The FV in Biil6g comes immediately after the verb root. 

Underlyingly, it bears a L tone. Out of the seven vowels in B5lhg, only five 

can occupy this position. They are: E, a, u, o and 3. Generally, the FV has 

no effect on the root, both segmentally and tonally. The root on the 

contrary, has a great tonal impact on the FV; the L tone of the FV remains 

L if the root vowel bears a L tone but changes into a HL contour tone if the 

root vowel bears a I3 tone. Below are some examples: 

s J'i 
,xbk j_ ii-"- &,.A ' 

i /  
(15) a. i-nGgg - fi 'to uproot' 

i-k6i - 6 'to shave' 

b. i-jbl -5 'to Iaugh' 

i-siigg - 6 'to contribute' 

In (Cia), the H tone of the root vowel spreads onto the FV at stratum 

one giving rise to a HL contour tone. In (lSb), there is no change given that 

the root vowel bears a L tone, and a L tone can have no impact on' another 

L tone. 

One phonological process that takes place with the FV is that of 

vowel deletion when an extension is added. This is because the extensions 

have a -VC structure and Bhlbg does not permit two non identical adjacent 

vowels within the same word. Below are some examples: 

i - k d  - 6 'to shave' 
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b. b p i w  -I1 ‘to make S . O .  run’ 

i - jY - il ‘to make S.O. iaugh ’ 

Bantu extensions are usually of the shape -VC, so are B21bg 

extensions. I n  Biilbg, extensions come at the end of the verb complex form, 

immediately after the verb root. In some tenses, however, where part of the 

TM comes at the end of the verb, the extensions are forced to occupy the 

prefinal position. Examples are the past perfect and imperfect tenses. 

In BBl6q, two types of extensions have been distinguished, namely: 

formal extensions and productive verbal extensions. 

11.4.1. Formal extensions 

A formal extension is an extension that has been fossilized, in other 

words, an extension that has become out of dale or obsolete. The formal 

extensions in BBlbr~ add no semantic information to the verb. ‘1 hcy have a- 

@shape and the vowel position can be occupied by only five out of the 

seven vowels in Bhlhg. They are: i, E, a, 3, and 0. The consonant o n  its 

part can only be a nasal ([m] and [n]) or a lateral, [l]. Wc have the 

following rormal extensions: 

-il, -an, -am, -En,  -Em, -om and -3n. 

The extension bears a L tone which remains L if the root vowel has a L 

tone but which changes into a HL contour tone if the root vowel is 

underlyingly 1-1. This is as a result of HTS. Below are some examples: 

(17) a. i-kimb -il ‘to congratulate’ 

i-fhnd - kn ‘to exchange’ 
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b. i-15nd -3n ‘to flatter’ 

i-fky - il ‘to dry’ 

One particularity about the formal extension is that in I I tone verbs, 

it does not accept the addition of other extensions. Thus, the form of the 

verb remains the same even if there is an addition in semantic information. 

This additional information is conveyed by other words in a sentence. We 

have the following examples: 

(18) a. i-l5nd-5n ‘to flatter’ 

i-fky -2 ‘to dry’ 

b. i - b n d h  s i m h  ‘to flatter each orher.’ 

To flatter ourselves. 

i63l n% 6% Eyil  ‘to make s. o. dry. 

to make (connector) they diy. 

In  L tone verbs, however, other extensions can be added as the data below 

illustrates: 

(19) a. 1-thm-il ‘to curse’ 

b. i-thm-il-il ‘to be cursed’ 

The form in (19b), shows that the forma! extension ‘-d’ is 

maintained when the passive morpheme ‘-ii’ is added. N o  piionoiogicai 

changes are witnessed here but this i s  not the case when the reciprocal 

morpheme ‘-en’ is added. Consider the data in (20). 

(20) a. i-kimb-il ‘to congratulate’ 

i-jsm-il ‘to bless’ 

i-thm-il ‘to curse’ 

b. i -khb- in i  ‘to congratulate e .  0.’ 

1-j3m-ini ‘to bless e. 0.’ 

i-tGm-ini ‘to curse e. 0’ 

. .. 
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These alternations can be explained as  follows: 

In the forms in (20b), when the reciprocal morpheme, ‘-en’, is added the 

consonant of the formal extension, [I], is deleted. This ‘1’ deletion is 

followed by vowel raising as the vowel of the reciprocal morpheme, [ e ] ,  

becomes [i]. To simplify the syllable structure, a rule of metathesis’ is 

applied within the final -VC syllable of  the word giving it a -CV shape. 

The process of vowel raising can be argued to result from two 

phonological processes: [+hi] spreading and [+AT& association’. These 

processes can be captured by two rules which are as foIlows; 

(21) [+hi ]  Spreading. 

V V 

I /  .. 7 
[+hi]  [ + ATR] condition: an extension must be added to the verb 

root. This rule states: The feature [+hi ]  spreads rightwards from a high 

vowel to an adjacent vowel provided it is associated to a [ + A‘l’ltj feature. 

(22) [ +ATIZ] association. 

V 
I 

[ + ATR] 

It states: A floating [+AT111 I‘eature links onto a :ieighbouring 

vowel. 

Consider the data below: 

(23) 
a. ibj5 /i-bia / ‘to talk’ 

b. i k h b i l  ‘to congratulate’ ikambini /i-kamb-il-en / to eongratu!ate e.0. 

ibjilil / i-bia -il / ‘to make S.O.  talk. 

Looking at  the forms in (23a,b) above, we realise that the low front 

vowel [a] becomes the mid vowel [e] while the mid vowel. [e] becomes the 

high vowel [ i ]  when an exlension is added to the verb. 

* . Metathesis: 

’. Mutaka and Bitjaa (1999) have a similar explanation to account for vowel raising iti 8 9 ~ 6 6  

VC -> CV /V - # 
This rule states: A VC pattern at word final position becomes CV a3er a vowel 
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To better explain this process of vowel raising, we will consider the 

featural make-up of the BBlbg vowels affected by vowel raising. We have 

the following features for the full specification of these vowels: 

I e a 

high + - - 

back - - - 
ATR + + - 

Low + 
If we assume the theory of underspecification (Archangeli 1984, 

Archangeli and I’ulleyblank 1986) whose main principle i s  that redundant 

features are removed from the underlying representation of the segments 

and that they are assigned by default rules, we will have the following 

underspecified features for these vowels: 

- - 

, $ 7  , .  

I e a 

high + 
ATR + 
Low + 
To have the full specification of these vowels, we assume some 

redunda5rules which are as follows: 

a ->  [-hi] 

a -> [-bk] 

a -> [-low] 

To account for the forms in (23a), we will consider that [a] has a [+iow] 

feature following the underspecified features. This is accompanied by a 

floating [+ATI<] feature which links onto this root vowel. Since [ + A T R ]  

and [+low]  are incompatible, as  seen in the full specif‘icatioii of vowels, 

[+low] is dclinked and is subsequently deleted. ‘I’his leaves the vi,wel with 
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03 
a [+ATR] feature. Arter redundant rules have been applicd, I.he resulting 

vowel is [e]. Like Mutaka and Eitjaa (1990),we will argue that [+hi ]  

spreading does not take place here presumably because the root vowel is 

not associated to the [ +ATRJ feature in the underlying representation. 

/- 

As for the forms in (23b) we will assume that the underspecified 

feature for [e], [+ATR] is linked to this vowel. When [ + h i ]  spreading 

takes place, the vowel acquires the features [ + ATR] and [+hi].  After the 

application of redunda&)rules, the resulting vowel is [i]. 

These arguments are better illustrated in the derivations below. 

N.B.: We have decided to ignore the tones so as to better highlight the 

process of vowel raising. For a discussion of the tonal data, look at section. 

11.4.2. 

(24) ibj6iil ikimbini 

I /  I 
U R I  [+hi ]  [+low] [+hi ]  

i-bia-il i-kamb-il -en / 

I 
[ + ATR] [ + ATR] 

Stratum 1. 

(+hi]  [+ low]  [ + h i ]  

I /  I 
bia-il kamb-il -en I 

I I  
[ + ATR] [+ATR] 

I 
I 

I3 1 del - 



[ + h i ]  
Sprtding 

[ +ATR] ass. 

81 [+low] Dlk. 

assignment of 

redundant 

features. 

Devoc. 

Cons insert'" 

Cons spreading 

[ + hi] [ + low] 

I /  
bia-il 

[ + AT111 

[ + h i ]  

I 
bia - il 

I 
I 

[ +AT11 ] 

[+hi ]  

I 
bia - i l  

I 
+ ATR 

-hi 
-bk 

-low 

bie - i l  
I 
I 

j 
bje - C-il 

bje -C-il 

'%J 
[alveolar] 

[lateral] 

bje- I-il 
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[+  hi] 

P, 

I 
kamb-i -en 

[ + ATR] 

[+hi]  

I 
kamb -i- en 

I 
+hi  

+ ATR 

-low 

-bk 
kamb - i- in 

___ 

kamb- i - in 

The rules of consonant insertion and consonant spreading are discussed in section 11 4 2 of this I O  

chapter 
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kamb-i-ni 

i - kamb - 

PR [ibjbl’il ikiimbini] 

- Meth. 

Stratum 2. i -bje - 1- il 

11.4.2. Productive verbal extensions. 

- ni 

Four productive verbal extensions taken from Meeussen, (1967), 

have been found to exist in BBlhq. They are: The causative , the 

spontaneous”, the passive, and the reciprocal. 

I 1  

The causative, the spontaneous, and the passive have one form ‘-il’ 

which bears a L tone underlyingly. Below are some examples: 

( 2 5 )  a. i-si1 -il ‘to make S.O. tear’ [caus.] 

i-sa1 - i l  ‘to get torn’ [sponl] 

i-jknd-il ‘to be bought’ [passive] 

b. i - k h d  -il ‘to make s. 0. fall’ 

Glen -il ‘to get cut’ 

i-k61 -il ‘to be shaved’ 

As can be seen from the data in (25a), the L tone of the extensions 

remains L if the root vowel bears a L tone. It however changes into a IIL 

contour tone in (2Sb) where the root vowel bears a I3 tone. This is due to 

HTS which occurs at stratum one. 

The reciprocal morpheme has a different form ‘-en’ but it also bears 

a L tone underlyingly. This L tone remains L if the root vowel bears a I, 

tone but changes into a HL contour tone if the root vowel bears a l i  tone as 

is the case with the other extensions. Below are some examples: 

’ I  .The causative is obtained when a fomi can be translated as ‘to cause s o  to, or Lo makes o do 
something.’ (Mutaka, 1995). 
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(26) a. i-j&mb-&n ‘to recognize e. o’ 

b. I - j h  - 2n  ‘to see e. 0.’ 

Certain phonological processes are noticed when these extensions 

are added to verb roots of the -CV- type. Consider the data below: 

(27) a. 

b. 

C. 

‘to insult’ 

‘to beat’ 

‘to talk’ 

‘to make s. 0. insult’ 

‘to make s. 0. beat’ 

‘to make s. 0. talk’ 

‘to insult e. 0.’ 

‘to beat e. 0. 

The data in (27a) presents monosyllabic verb roots with the structure 

-CV-. When the -VC extensions are added to this verb root i n  (27b,c), two 

non identical vowels come into contact with each other. Since l3216r~ does 

not accept adjacent non identical vowels within one word, we would expect 

a rule of vowel deletion as is the case with verbs which end with a FV. (cf. 

the forms, in (16a,b)). On the contrary, both vowels are maintained and a 

rule of insertion is applied. This can be explained by the fact that these 

verbs have monosyllabic stems and deletion will result i n  a monosyllabic 

base (i.e. root +extension). Since Balhq verbs do not have rnoiiosyllabic 

bases, the two vowels have to be maintained and a rulc of  consonant 

insertion is used to simplify the syllable structurc. We notice a sort of 

Also known as the stative or derived intransitive, the spontaneous indicates that the action 
suggested by the verb is capable of taking place without the intervention of any discemble ageiiiive 
force (Mutaka, 1995) 
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consonant harmony as the inserted consonant, (1 or n), harmonizes with the 

consonant of the verbal extension. We can say this comes as a result of 

consonant spreading with the features of the consonant of the extension 

spreading leftwards to the inserted consonant. These rules can be 

formulated as follows: 

(28) Consonant insertion. 

0 -> c I +cv + --cv tf 
This rule reads: A consonant is inserted in between a -CV- at 

morpheme boundary and a following -VC at word final position. 

Consonant Spreading. 

C C 
\ 

,I 
[FI 

\ 

I t  reads: A consonant spreads i t s  features lef tward< t o  a n  adjacent 

consonant. 

At the tonal level, the H tone of the root spreads rightwards IO dock 

on the extension which already bears a I, tone thcreby giving it a i l l ,  

contour tone. A form like ‘il6’ needs further phonological explanation 

given that when an extension is added, the HL contour tone on the root 

vowel changes into a 11 tone. (It should be noted that following our earlier 

analysis, the verb root is underlyingly € I  and its surface f11, contour tone is 

provoked by the floating L tone of the deleted FV which docks onto $.In 

his work, Esquisse phonologique du &lb;j,Kouoh proposed a iule of tone 

dissimilation to explain the alternation from HL to El wlrich we have 

considered to be stratum one iule .  This rule is  as follows: 

(29) Tone dissimilation. 

I-IL->H/-# L iii) 
I t  states: A IIL contour tone appearing at wold final position 

becomes 14 when i t  is followed by a L or a 1-1 tone. 
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This rule explains why we have a HL contour tone for “il6’’ but a I I  

tone for “i161il”. ‘The derivations in (30) best illustrate these argumcnls: 

(30) 116 

UR / i-lo-a 

El L 

Stratum 1. 

Rt. lo 
I 
I 

H 

Stem 10-0 

Tone Ik. H L  

Tone dissim. - 

Cons. insert 
- 

Cons. Spread. 

Stratum 2. i-lo 

A 

H L  

i161il 

i-lo-a-il 

€ i  L L 

lo 
I 
I 

fI 

lo-a-il 

r, I 
I-I L L 

lo-w-il 

I 1  
I1 L 

lo-a-il 

I, ’ I 
11 L 

lo - il  

IM 
1-1 ; L 

C 

lo- c-il 

‘\ J 
lat 

alveo 

i-lo-I-il 

lii 
I 1  L 

il6nGn 

i -lo-a-cn 

ti L L  

lo 
1 
I 

H 

lo-a- e n  

I\, I 
H 1, 1, 

lo-a-en 

I I  
H L  

lo-a-en 

1 - 1  
€ f  L 

lo - en 

wt 
!-I ; L 

C 

lo-c-el? 

‘,.I 
Lias 

alveo 

i-lo-wen 

L 4  
Ii L 
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Postlexically: i - lo i-lo-1-il 

I A  : PI 
; H L  : 1-1 L 

Def L. L L 

PR Lil6 i161il 

11.5. THE SUBJECT MARKERS 

Subject markers in BBl6g occupy the initial position in the verb 

complex form. In this section, it will be demonstrated that BZil6g possesses 

six SMs. Out of these six, the first three persons, that is, the first, second 

and third persons singular are L underlyingly while the last three 

persons,that is, the first, second and third persons plural bear ii ton.es 

underlyingly. This underlying H tone will be argued to spread once to the 

root vowel at stratum two, thereby provoking the deiinking of the i, tone in 

L tone verb roots. 

11.5.1. The first person singular 

This subject marker appears in the following different forms: 

(31) a. jgri dig ‘I love’ 

jgri t5J ‘ I  whistle’ 

j g i  kimbil ‘ I  congratulate’ 

jgri bj ibj i  ‘I  rave’ 

b. 13 - diggi ‘I had loved’ 

a - t5ggi 

rj - kjmbili 

m - bjjbjrijjf 

‘I  had whistled’ 

‘1 had congratulated’ 

‘I had raved’ 

i-lo-n-en 

: 1A 
; 1-1 L 

L 

il6ni%] 



gg - it5g 
fig - ikhmbil 

ijg - ibjhbjii 

‘ I  will whistle’ 
‘I will congratulate’ 

‘I will rave’ 

I 

With the alternations above, it is necessary to tell which,the forms is 

nderlying. As will be discussed later, the TM for the present tense forms 

e word with the SM. It is therefore necessary to distinguish between 

se two so as to come out with the exact form for the SM. 

In the forms in (31a), the verbs are conjugated in the present tense, 

nd as will be argued, the present TM in Bhl61~ is ‘6’. This means that the 

6’ of ‘I?@’ is not part of the SM. This leaves us with ‘ ~ g ’  which i s  similar 

the SM in the future tense in (31c). With such a form, we have to 

termine ‘whether ‘g’ is an underlying segment or not since the forms in 

e forms in (31b).  This will mean that it is inserted by rule. [t 

noted that the voiced velar plosive ‘g’ does not exist in B&lbg. 

us assume that the inserted sound is ‘k’ which undergoes 

ostnasal hardening to become ‘g’. If ‘g’ is not at the underlying 

epresentation, then we are lert with a nasal sound which al,e + rnates 

etween fi - ti - m as the underlying form for the fist person singular SM. 

e will argue that this nasal is the morphophoneme, N, (with no place 

atures) which undergoes nasal assimilation and the rule of nasal 

assimilation can be formulated as follows: 

assimilation. 
Y /* L (A. 

N - > [a place] /-I a place ] 

It states; a nasal assimilates the place of articulation of the following 
c consonant. 
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Given that the undcrlying rorm for the first person sirigtiiar i s  the 

morphophoneme ‘A’ we can formulate the rules of ‘k’ insertion and 

postnasal hardening thus: 

(23) ‘K’ insertion. 

o -> k I N -V 

This rule says: the voiceless velar plosive [K], is inserted in between 

a syllabic nasalt3 and a following vowel. 

34) Postnasal hardening. 

k - >  g / N - V +  

It says: the voiceless velar plosive, [K], becomes its voiced 

counterpart, [g], in between a syllabic nasal and a vowe! at morpheme 

boundary 14. 

It should be noted that the future tense in BBl@ is marked by a 

floating W tone and that the verb prefix, ‘ i’ is conserved in this tense. 

When conjugation is done, the floating H tone docks onto the verb prefix 

‘ i ’  which is underlyingly toneless. The past perfcct tense on its part is 

marked by the discontinuous morpheme ‘e’ ... i’ as will be discussed later. 

As for the alternants dig - dig@ and t5g - t3&, witnessed in the 

first two verb forms in (331a, b QL c), we can argue that they result from a 

deletion of ‘g’ at word final position. This is because the sound ‘96’ is a 

phoneme in BBl6q and it features word initially and medially but never 

finally. Consider the following examples: 

” . This condition is meant to exclude words like iniibm ‘hearts’, inikbmbi ‘crocodiles’, !mimEi 
‘to sit down’ and idfmil ‘to put out a fire’ where we have a nasal and a following vowe!, yet, ‘[k] is 
not inserted in between them. 

.The vowel must be at morpheme boundary. If not, the rule does not apply as seen in the following 
additional forms: 

14 

I) - kiniblli 
ij-kiqga ‘a root’ 

q-kfn ‘stranger’ 
I) -kdrnbi ‘crocodile’ 

‘1 had congratulated’ 



(35) a. 

b. 

C. 
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gg61i ‘belt’ 

ggiind ‘crocodile’ (word initially). 

i-ndggii ‘to uproot’ (word medially) 

j -k iugj  ‘a root’ 

i-dig ‘to love’ 

i-15Q ‘to whistle’ (word finally) 

I-i-lhJ ‘brain’ 

As can be seen from the forms above, at word finai position, we 

have ‘ g ’  and we can thus conclude that ‘g’ is actually ‘qg’ that undergoes 

‘g’ deletion. The rule of ‘g’ deletion can be formulated as follows: 

( 3 6 )  ‘g’ deletion. 

g - >  0 I g -  # 

It states: the velar plosive [g ] ,  at word final position, is deleted 

before the velar nasal [q]. 

Another solution could be to consider that ‘g’ i s  the basic alternant 
and that [g ] is inserted in between [g] and a following vowel. Given that 

[ g ]  is not a phoneme in BBlhg, we will have to posit a rule of ‘K’ insertion 

after which postnasal hardening occurs to transform it into [gj. if this were 

the case, i t  will contradict our rule of ‘k’ insertion which stipulates that fer 

‘K’ to be inserted, the preceding nasal must be syllabic. 

The rule considering ‘og’ as the basic form which undergoes ‘g’ 

deletion at  word final position is therefore the best. 

Consider the derivations below: 

(37) jga dig hdlrJgi rJgidirJ 

UR / N -a-diqg N-a-digg-i N-a-i-digg / 

I 

L H L  L L 1IL L II L 



Stratum 1. 

Rt. digg 

I 

L 

Stem - 

Stratum 2. N - a -digg 

I :  I I !  
L ; 1-1 L ; 

a 1 
g del I 

K insert. K 

hard. I f : I  I 
L: : 1-l L 

Postnasal N -k- a -dig 

! t 5  
Nasal assim. g 

Tone Ik. ‘J -6- a -dig 

I I I  
L H L  

PR [ jgh dig 
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digg-i ~ 

I I  
L I-IL 

N - o -digg 

I 
L L ,,L 

I 
I 

N - 0 -digg-i 

I f  I /  
L: i IIL 

! 

n 

g - CY -digg-i 

I I r, 
L L I-IL 

hdi ggi 

N - a-i-diqg / 

1 :  
L II.L 1, :  

I I  
I 1  

0 
I 
I 

K 
N-k - a-i-dig 

1 :  I I 
L; f 11 I, 

I t 5  

IJ 

g-g - u-i-dig 

I ‘ I  I 

L 11 I, 

11. 5.1.1. Alternative solutions fo the first person ingular 

subject marker that could not work. 

We could assume that the SM is N and that ‘g5’ in the present tense 

is an aspectual marker having as  underlying form ‘kh’ .  ?’tiis assumption 
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will, however, be false when we consider SMs like th.e third person 

singular and the first person plural. Consider the data below: 
(38)  a. . jg5 dig ‘I love’ 

fig5 khmbil ‘I congratulate’ 

b. dig ‘he loves’ 

5 kAmbil ‘he congratulates’ 

C. S S  dig ‘we love’ 

S S  k h b i l  ‘we congratulate’ 

Given the data in (37 a), we will expect that the aspectual marker 

‘ki’ be present in the forms in (38b & c), thus we would have “Mi’ and 

‘sik8’ respectively. This is, however, not the case. We could argue that ‘K’ 
gets deleted in between the two vowels, ‘a’ and ‘a’ in (38b) and ‘ i ’  and ‘a’ 

in (38c) after which one of the vowels deletes. This argument is nat quite 

convincing because in subsequent analyses, we will realise that in B&lhq, 

‘k’ is not deleted in between two vowels but undergoes a process of 

assibilation to become [y]. Another possibility could be that the whole 

morpheme, -kC is deleted leaving its H tone floating but this is not quite 
,/ 

likely because in phonology, it is difficult for whole morphemes to get 

deleted. 

Another solution could be that the velar nasal ‘r~’  at the underlying 

level is actually ‘gg’ and that the underlying form for the first person 

singular is ‘Ng’. Given these forms, ‘g’ is deleted before consonants (cf. 

the forms in 3 Ib) and at word final position (cf dig - diqgi and t5q - t5ggi). 

This gives us the rule of ‘g’ deletion which is as follows: 
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It should be noted that ‘g’ deletion occurs after nasal assimilation 

has taken place as shown in the derivations in (40) 

(40) jgi dig f~di t~gi  

UR I Ng - a- digg Ng - 0 - digg -i  

i 
L I I L  L L HL 

Stratum 1. 

Rt. dirJg 

T 
L 

Stem - 

Stratum 2. Ng - a- digg 

1 :  I I I 
L 1-1 L 

I I 

Nasal assim. g I I 

g deletion. 0 

Tone Ik. gg - a- dig 

I I I  
L H L 

PR [ggh dig 

digg 
I 
I 

L 

digg-i 

I I  
L HL 

Ng - a - digg -i 

I I  I 1 1  
I l l  

LI t L I-IL 

g: 

I I  
I ,  

0 

g - o - digs -i  

I I r, 
L L HL 

*rjdirjgi 

I, 

gg - CI - i  - dig 

I /  X I  

L I i  L 

!l I 
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Looking at the results above, we realize that the answer for the 

second form is wrong. Instead of the alveolar nasal [nf  wc fiave the vclar 

nasal, [g]. At this point, a second rule of nasal assimilation is necessary io 

transform [g] into [n]. 

On the other hand, if we consider that ‘g’ deletion applies before 

nasal assimilation the faulty result, ‘fjdiggi’ will be avoided but we will 

have no velar sound to condition nasal assimilation i n  the fool~ris / Nga clqg 

and Ngiding /. 

11.5.2. The Second person singular. 

This SM unlike the first person singular does not present segmental 

alternations. All alternations are tonal as  exemplified in the data (41) 

(41) a. 3 

5 

3 

b. 3 

5 

3 

C. 5 

5 

5 

dig 

jBnd 

khmbil 

dig$? 

j indt  

kBmbili 

idig 

ijknd 

ikiimbil 

‘you love’ 

‘you buy’ 

‘you congratulate’ 

‘you had loved’ 

‘you had bought’ 

‘you had congratulated’ 

‘you will love’ 

‘you will buy’ 

‘you will congratulate’ 

The SM, ‘s’ ,  appears with three different tones: LH. L and H, and 

we have to determine which (one is underlying. The forms i n  (41a) are 

conjugated in the present tense and as earlier mentioned the present ’TM 

and the SM form one word. If the TM is ‘ k ’ ,  then the TM must be ‘3’. The 
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contour tone on ‘ 3’ can therefore be argued to result from the linking oE 
the 1-1 tone of the deleted TMI’ , ‘ &’, since Bi16g does not allow adjacent 

non identical vowels within the same word. This analysis leads us to the 

conclusion that the SM ‘3’ is underlyingly L. A look, however, at the forms 

in (~OC) ,  shows that ‘3’ bears a H tone. A possible explanation for this H 
tone can be that there has been High Tone Anticipation (HTA) from the W 
tone on the verb prefix towards the SMi6. This process which takes place at 

stratum two can be captured with the following rule: 

(42) MTA 

V V 
\ 

H 

This rule states: a H tone spreads leftwards to the next TBU. 

We will call this rule HTA2 so as to distinguish it from the H’T’A which 

takes place at  stratum one and which we will name HTAI.  (cf. section 

11.6). The derivations in (43) best illustrate these arguments: 

(43) 3 j h d  3 j h d i  5 ijand 

UR/ 3 - a - jand 3 -0 -jand - i 3- u- i - jand / 

I 
L [ I  L L L 1tL L f 1  L, 

I s  .As will be noted with all the other SMs, the vowel ofthe SM is always the one which gets deleted 
This gives us the rule V ->0 /-V The case of the second person singular where the vowel of the TM 
is deleted i s  therefore an exception having as rule V-> 0 N-. This exception JS probab!y meant to 
distinguish between the second person singular, b’, and the third person singular, ’a’ siiice the 
deletion of the SM , ‘3’, will leave us with the TM, ‘a’, a form whch is identical to the third 
pFson singular 

. As will be argued out later, the I J  tone on the verb prefix (which has been considered to be 
underlyingly toneless) results from the linking of the floating H tone marking the future tense AAer 
linking to the verb prefix, it spreads 1eRwards to the SM provoking the dehnkwly arid stmy erasuie of 
its L tone. 

Another argument could be that the floating H tone marking the future tense docks first onto 
the SM, then undergoes HTS to the verb prefix We have however rejected this a:gumeot because, 
looking at verb forms in the recent past tense (where the verb prefix IS also maintained ), we realm 
that the floating H tone marking tense links only to the verb prefix (cf. section LV 1 ) 



Stratum 1. 

Rt. 

Stem 

Stratum 2. 

V del. 

Tone ik. 

HTA2 + 
D1 k 

Stray 

erasure. 

PR 

jand 
I 
a 

L 
- 

3 - a - jand 

: : I  
Id H L 

3 -a -jand 

I : I  I 
0 

3 - jand 

r, I 
LH L 
- 

[5 jhnd 
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jand jand 

L L 

jand -i 

I I  

I 
I 

I 

__ 

L ML 

3 -0 - jand - i  3- a - i  - jand 

1 I I\, I ,  ' I  
L L IHL L 1-1 L 
- 3- 0- i-jar,d 

-F -.I I 
L t l  L 



11.5.3. The third person singular 

The third person singular has the same alternations as the second p- +won 

singular. We have 5 - i - 5 as seen in the data below 

44) a. 5 dig ‘he loves’ 

5 jknd ‘he buys’ 

b. B diggi ‘he had loved’ 

5 jBndi ‘he had bought’ 

C. ii idig ‘he will lovc’ 

ii ijind ‘he will buy’ 

Following the arguments for the second person singular, the SM for 

the third person singular also bears a L tone underlyingly. In the present 

tense, the SM ‘a’ is dcleted hut its L, tone remains floating and  l inks t o  the 

TM thereby provoking a LH contour tone. In the past perfect tense, the SM 

maintains its L tone since there is no influence from the TM and in the 

future tense, the floating H tone which links to the verb prefix anticipates 

to the SM giving it a H tone. This is followed by the deliriking and stray 

erasure of the underlying L tone of the SM. 

11.5.4. The first person plural. 

This SM presents both segmental and tonal alternations as  

exemplified in the data in 45 

(45) a. s5 j i nd  ‘we buy’ 

sii dig ‘welove’ 
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b. si  jkndi ‘we had bought’ 

si  diggi ‘we had loved’ 

C. Si i-jind ‘we will buy’ 

s i  idiij ‘we will love’ 

In the (a) forms conjugated in the present tense, the TM is associated with 

the SM. Separating the present TM, ‘i’ leaves us with ‘s’ plus a floating L 

tone as the SM. Looking at the (b) and (c) forms, we notice that the SM is 

‘si’. This proves that there has been vowel deletion in the forms in (a) with 

the ‘i’ of ‘si’ dcleting berore the TM, ‘5’. We can thcrcloie conclutlc that 

the SM is ‘si’. If the SM is ‘si’ then we still have to determine its 

underlying tone given that, we have a floating L tone in the (a) forms but a 

I3 tone in the (b) and (c) forms. A solution can be got it we assume that the 

SM and the TM in (45a) both bear underlying H tones. When these 13 

tones meet, one of them, (the [ I  tone of the TM), becomes a L tonc 

following Meeussen’s rule formulated as follows: 

(46) Meeusseii’s rule (M.R.)’‘ 

V V -> v v 
I I I I 

H ti  t I  L 
1 

r 
This rule says: Two ad.jacent I 1  tones are not allowed within one 

. -  

word. When they occur, the second M tone becomes a L tone. 
-----.. 

After the application of Meeussen’s rule, vowel deletion takes place 

and the floating H tone of the deleted SM vowel docks onto the TM, 

creating a HL contour tone. Consider the derivations below: 

l6 Meeussen’ s tule applies only within the I N K  formatives This makes the rule look ad hoc for we 
would expect a more general application. 
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(47) 
UR I 

Stratum 1 . 
Rt. 

Stem 

Stratum 2. 

S$ j i nd  

si - a -jand 

H H L  

jand 
I 

L 

si - a -jand 

I I I  
H f1 L 

M.R (restricted 
to INFL). L 

V del. si - a -jand 

I l l  
H : L  L 

(7 

Tone Ik. s - a -jand 

6 1 1  
H L L 

HTS2 

Dlk. 

jand 
I 
t 

L 

jand-  i 

I I 
L HL 
si -0 -jand -i 

I I l l  

H L I-IL 

si -0 -jand - i  

I I 1, 
H L HL 

si -D -jand- i 

1 - 3  
H L H L  

S i  ijand 

si -0 - i-jand / 

H H L 

jand 
I 
I 

L 

s i  - 0 -i-jand / 

I /  ” 1 
H H L 
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si -0 -jand- i 

I/ n 
FI L H L  

Y@ 

si j and? 

11.5 I 5. The second person plural. 

Like the first person plural, this SM appears 

tonal alternations. Consider the data in (48) 

(48) a. JI$ j h d  ‘you buy’ 

jGi dig ‘you love’ 

b. pi diqg i ‘you had loved’ 

pi jhndi ‘you had bought’ 

C. JIP~ idig ‘you will love’ 

si ijand] 

with both sicgmen!nl and 

pi ijhnd ‘you will buy’ 

These alternations can be explained in exactly the same way as those 

€or the first person plural. Separating the present TM ‘8’ from the SM in 

the forms in (48a) leaves us with ‘51’ plus a floating L tone. The forms in 

(48b) indicate that ‘ i ’  is part OF the SM. We therefore liave ‘pi’ as the 

underlying form for the second person plural. 

At the tonal level, we would assume that ‘pi’ bears a W tone 

underlyingly. When this 1-1 tone comes into contact with the I i  tone of the 

T M  in (48a), Meeussen’s rule applies and changes the tone of the TM into 
a L tone. This is followed by the deletion of the SM vowel whose H tone 



remains floating. This floating H tone links onto the TM thereby creating a 

contour tone. The derivations below best clarify these arguments: 

(49) p2 jknd pi jsndi 

UR! 3i - a -jand j i  -0 -jand - i  

I 
H H L  H L HL 

Stratuml. 

Rt. 

Stem 

jand 
I 
I 

L 

Stratum 2. pi - a -jand 

M.R (restricted 

to INFL). L 
V del. pi - a -jand 

I l l  
H I L  L 

a 

Tone Ik. p - a  -jand 

.I I 
H L  L 

jand 
I 
I 

L 
jand - i 

I I 
L HL 

pi -e -jand -i 
I 
I I I  
H L HL 

pi -o -jand - i  

I I r ,  
H L HL 

Pi i j h d  

> i  -0 - i-jand J 

€-I 1-1 L 

jand 
I 
I 

I ,  

pi - B -i-jand / 

I 
H I 1  L, 

I 
I 

ri - o -i-jand / 

I ,,’ I 
H i i  I, 
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pi -o -jand- i 

l,x3 A 
H L I I L  

p i  -0 -jand- i 

W’ A 
H L H L  

YrJ 

pi j h d i  ~ l i  ijiind] 

11.5.6. The third person plural. 

The third person plural ‘6a’ presents only tonal alternations as can 

be seen from the data below: 

C. 

Looking at the (b) and ( c  ) forms, one comes to the conclusion that 

underlyingly, the third person plural SM bears a H tone. The form in (a), 

however, contradicts this assumption as it bears a HL contour tone. The 

solution to this problem can be got if we separate the SM from the present 

T M  for the form in (50 a). This leaves us  with ‘6’ plus a floating L tone. 

6% dig ‘they love’ 

62 jknd ‘they buy’ 

6% dig@ ‘they had loved’ 

6Q j&n& ‘they had bought’ 

651 idig ‘they will love’ 

65 i j h d  ‘they will buy’ 
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Comparing this form with those in (50b,c) shows that there has been vowel 

deletion in (SOa). This leads us to conclude that ‘ba’ is the underlying form 

for the third person plural SM. The surface implosive sound ‘6’ is not 

underlying as it comes about as a result of  implosion. 

The tonal alternation in (SOa) can be explained by arguing that both 

the SM and the present TM are underlyingly H. When Meeussen’s rule 

applies, it  transforms the l-I tone of the TM into a L tone. Vowel deletion 

then occurs leaving the 11 tone o f  the SM vowel floating. This I I  tone docks 

onto the TM, provoking a contour tone. Consider the derivations in (5 1) 

(51) 62 j h d  

UR I 6a - a -jand 

H H L  
Stratuml. 

Rt. jand 

L 

Stem - 

Stratum 2. ba - a -jand 

: : I  
H H  L 

M.R (restricted 

to INFL). L 
V del. ba - a-jand 

I l l  
H : L  L 

0 

66 jiindi 

6a -a -jand - i  

I 
H L HL 

jand 
I 
I 

L 

jand-  i 

I I 
L HL 

ba -0 -jand - i  

I I  I 
I 

H L HL 

66 ijjnd 

6a -a - i-jand / 

Ii %I L 

jand 
I 
I 

I, 

ba - c7 -i-jand 

I I 

H €4 L 
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Tone Ik. b - a -jand ha -o -jand -i  ha - o -i-jand 

/I I I I r ,  I / '  I 
€ 1  L L M L IIL ki F1 I> 

FITS 2 ba -a -.jand- i - 

Dlk. I, - -c A 
H L H L  

Imp. 6 6 6 

Stray erasure 6a -0 -jand- i - ___ 

P A  
E1 L H L  

Yo 
PR[6% j ind  6a'j5ndi 65 ijind] 

11.6. THE TENSE MARKERS. 

Tense markers in Baloq appear immediately after the SM. In the 

present tense, the TM is associated to  the SM so that they form one 

morphological word which we have called the INFL prosodic word. 

Morphologically, two types of TMs have been distinguishcd: TMs that 

constitute a single morpheme and TMs in a discontinuous morpheme. The 

TMs that constitute a single morpheme occur before the verb root and they 

are affixed at stratum two. 

These TMs are: 

- '5' for the present tense and 

- Floating H tones [ '1 for the future and recent past tenses. 

When conjugation is done, these floating 11 tones dock onto the verb prefix 

which is maintained in these tenses. 

As for those in a discontinuous morpheme, the first part occurs before the 

root and like the single morpheme TMs, is affixed at stratum two. The 
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ill be argued out comes after the verb stem and is thus 

s morpheme TMs are: 

for the past perfect tense and 

’ for the imperfect tense. 

M will be argued to bear two tones, a H 
one which is floating. The imperfect TM on 

f two formatives, ‘ak’I7 and ‘i’  underlyingly. While 

underlyingly, the second formative has two 

ith the H tone linked while the L tone is floating. When 

me together, the H tone of ‘i’ anticipates onto ‘ak’ 

es of all the other TMs are fixed and do not undergo 
e future, the past perfect and the imperfect TMs 

H tone of the future TM anticipates to the SM at 

the delinkiny and stray erasure of the L tone borne 

er does not spread to SMs with an underlying H tone. 

e past perfect and imperfect TMs, they anticipate at 

BU, provided it is not the first stem vowel. This is 

at stratum one is morphologically 

nditioned unlike that occurring a t  stratum two which is frcc. This gives 

occurring 

the following rules of HTA: 
(52) HTA1: VCV V (stratum one) 

\ 
\ t  

”, The change from the underlying [k] to the surface [y] can be explained by the rule of assibilation 
ing to which [k] becomes [y] in between two vowels. This rule which is a stratum one tule in 
can be presented thus: 

Assibilation: K -> y I V-- V. 
argument that -ak- and ‘i‘are two different morphemes is confirmed by Sebasoni, S. (1967) who 

I e m s  -ak- the prefinal and ‘4’ the final morpheme 
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It states : a H tone spreads leftwards to the second TBIJ in a VCV 

sequence. 
V V (stratum two). 

\ 
(53) HTA2: 

\ 4 
ti 

It states: a H tone spreads leftwards to the next TBU. These arguments are 

exemplified in the data below: 

(54) a. 5 iskk ‘he will look for’ 

5 idlg ‘he will love’ 

b. B S5Yi ‘he had looked for’ 

B diggi ‘he had loved’ 

C. 5 ,  SkY5Yi ‘he was looking for’ 

k diggay? ‘he was loving’ 

In (S4a), the verbs are conjugated in the future tense. As can be seen 

from the data, the verb prefix which will be argued to be underlyingly 

toneless bears a H tone and we will argue that this 13 tone results from the 

linking of the floating 14 tone marking the future tense. From here, i t  

anticipates to the SM which is L underlyingly, causing the delinking and 

stray erasure of its L tone. 

As for the verbs in (54b,c), they are conjugated in the past perfect 

and imperfect tenses respectively. In (54b), HTA does not occur because 

the next TBU to the TM is the first stem vowel. In (54c), on the contrary, 

HTA occurs once to the next stem vowel, leaving the first stem vowel 

unaffected. These arguments are illustrated in the derivations in (55) 
below. 
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(55) 6 isak 

UR I a- a -i- sak 

L H  L 

Stratum 1 .  

Rt. sak 
I 
I 

L 

Stem. __ 

Assib. 

HTA 1 

Stratum 2. a- o -i  -sak 

, 
I I 
L H  L 

a Say: 

I 
a- o-sak-i 

L L HL 

sak 
I 

L 

sak-i 

I! I 
L HL 

Y 

say-i 

I /  
L H L  

a- o-say-i 

I 
I I 1  

?i Siy5yi 

a-a-sak -ak-i I 

I 
L L IIL 

S& 

I 
I 

L 

sak - ak -i  

I :  : I  
L I3 L 

Y Y  

say -ay -i 

I '-4 
1, ti L 

a-a-say -3y-i 

: I \I 
L L HL L L I-iL 

Tone Ik. a- o -i  - sak a- 0-say-i a-u-say-ay-i 

I , Y C  I I I I', I I w, 
L M L L L HL L L HL 

HTA2 +Dlk. a- i -sak 

k.1 I 
L H  L 

Stray erasure. a- i -sak 

V I  
L H  L 
90 

PR [A is&k ii say i a s a y a y i j  
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11.6.1, Motivating data for considering the second part of the 

discontinuous morpheme TMs as part of the stem. 

Consider the data in  ( 5 6 )  

( 5 6 )  a. ?-dig 

i-shk 

i-kjk 

b. B diggil 

ii sd yil 

B kjyil 

c .  2 diqgi 

a sayi 

ii k3yi 

‘to love’ 

‘to look for’ 

‘to grind’ 

‘he makes S.O. love’ 

‘hc makes S.O. look Tor’ 

‘he makes S . O .  grind’ 

‘he had loved’ 

‘he had looked for’ 

‘he had ground’ 

‘he was loving’ 

‘he was looking for’ 

‘he was grinding. 

Following our earlier analysis, we have argued that [k] becomes [y] 

in between two vowels through a rule of assibilation. A look at some forms 

in the data above however contradicts this rule. We have for cxnrnple, the 

verb ‘ik3k’ where the first ‘k’ does not undergo assibilation, though i t  is in 

between two vowels. The answer to this problem can be got if we assume 

that the verb prefix ‘i’ is affixed at stratum two and that assibilation is a 

stratum one rule. As such, when the verb prefix is added at stratum two, the 

rule is no longer available to apply. 



This assumption seems to solve the problem but looking at the last 

rm in (56b); we realize that assibilation does not take place when the 

INFL word (SM,+ present TM) is added. 

On the contrary, assibilation occurs when the past perfect and the 

imperfect TMs are added to the verb toot in (SGc,d) respectively. The 

question we ask ourselves at this point is why the present 'I'M 'h' in ( 5 6 )  

does not provoke assibilation like the past perfect and impcrl'ect '1'Ms in 

(56c,d). The answer to this question can be got if we consider the 

morphological structure of the SMs. As earlier said, the present TM is 

made up of a single morpheme which comes before the verb root while the 

will consider that the TMs that occur before the root are prefixes and those 

that occur after it are suffixes. 

Following a key argument in Lexical Phonology, the material to the 

right of the verb root (i.c. suffixes) is affixed first before that to the left of 

the verb root. As such, we will argue that the TMs that are suffixes are 
added first to the verb root at stratum one while those that a re  prefixes are 

added at stratum two. This addition of the TM at stratum one gives rise to 

an expanded stem. With this addition, it is possible for the forms 

conjugated in the past perfect and imperfect tenses to undergo assibilation 

while those conjugated in the present, the future and the recent past tenses 

which are prefixes remain unaffected. These arguments are better 

illustrated in the derivations below: 

U R /  i - kak a-a-kak- il 

L I1  L L 

51 

a-a-kok-i a- w k 3 k  -ak-i / 

I I 
L L HL L L HL 



Stratum 1 .  
Rt. k3k 

I 

L 

Stem 

Assib. 

HTA 1 

Stratum2. 

i - k3k 

I 
I 
L 

V.del. 

Tone Ik. 

Postiexically. 

i - k3k 

! I  
I L  
I 

Def L.L 

PR [ikjk 
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k3k 
I 
I 

L 
k3k-d 

I !  I 
L L  

Y 

k3k 
I 
I 

L 
k3k-i 

I I I  
L HL 

Y 

a-a-kq-il 

I I I  I I 
ILH L L 
i 
0 

a-kq- i l  

I ,I I I 
L H L  L 

a-kq-il  

A I  I 
L H L  L 

M L L L H L L  L 

a-0-hy- i  a- s - k q  -ay-i 

I I i ' , I  I - ,  
L L H L L  L H L 

a-@-k>y-i a- u - k q  -ay-i 

I ( A I  I I 
L L HL L L 1-1 L 



In summary to this chapter, it has been argued that Bilhq is a 

language which distinguishes H vs L tones in the -CV- and -CVC-verb 

roots and H vs !a in the -CV.CV.CV. verb root. The FV and the extensions 

have been argued to be underlyingly L. As for the SMs, the first, second 

and third persons singular have been argued to bear L tones underlyingly 

while the first, second and third persons plural bear underlying 1-1 tones. 

The TMs on their part, vary from single morphemes to discontinuous 

morphemes with the second part of the discontinuous morpheme TMs 

constituting part of the stem at stratum one. After this examination of the 

verbal morphemes, we will proceed to chapter 111 which will tackle the 

infinitive, the present tense and the future tense in BBl6q. 
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CHAPTER 111 

THE PHONOLOGY OF THE VERB: 

THE INFINITIVE, THE PRESENT TENSE AND 

THE FUTURE TENSE 

111.0. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, we will examine the infinitive form of the verb in 

Bglbg as well as some conjugated forms, namely: the present tense and the 

future tense. This chapter will therefore be divided into sections following 

the tenses under study. 

111.1. THE INFINITIVE 

The infinitive in B916,r~ is marked by the verb prefix ‘ i ’ ,  which, as 

will be argued, i s  toneless underlyingly and gets its L tone by default. 

Generally, it comes before the verb root and has no effect on the rest of the 

verbal morphemes. When verbs are conjugated, the verb prefix is replaced 

by the SM except in the future and recent past tenses where it is 

maintained. This i s  exemplified in the data below: 

I )  a. i - j h -  6n ‘to see e.0.’ 

Pfx -Rt -Ext. 

b. s2 - j h  - 6n ‘we see e.0.’ 

SM -tTM -Rt -Ext 

C. si- i - jen -6n ‘we will see e.0.’ 

S M  -Pfx -Rt- Ext. 
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At the tonal level, the tonal pattern of the infinitive forms can be 

successfully explained by assuming a cyclic approach. Stratum one will be 

made up of the stem cycle while stratum two will be made up of the word 

level. As earlier said, the H tone of H tone verbs presumably starts by 

being floating and links to the first root vowel following the UAC at 

stratum one. The infinitive marker is added at stratum two and a rule of 

default Low assigns it,L tone at the postlexical level. Consider the 

derivation of the verb ‘ij6nSn’ to see each other’ in (2) below: 

a 

(2) ij6nSn 
UR I i -jen -en / 

H L  
Stratum 1. 

Rt. jen 
I 

k!I 
Stem jen -en 

I I  

L M q  

M 

! I  I 

1-1 L 
I-ITS 1 jen -en 

H L 
Stratum 2. i-jm -en 

H L 
Postlexically. i-jen -en 

H L  
DefL.  L 

PR. [ijCnSn 1. 
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111.1.1. Reduplicates. 

Reduplication is not very productive in BAlbg verbs. We however 

came out with the following cases of reduplication: 

(3)  a. i-bj6 ‘to talk’ 

i-bj6171 ‘to make s. 0. talk’ 

b. i-bji.bj& ‘to r aw’  

i-bj6lfl.bj6i2 ‘to make s. 0. rave’ 

The data in (3a) presents the simple form of the verbs while that in 

(3b) presents the reduplicated forms. As will be argued, reduplication 

occurs at the stem cycle after which phonological rules apply. A dot has 

been used to separate the base from the reduplicates. 

The tones in the reduplicates can be accounted for if we assume that 

the tonc is copied in the reduplicate. In the forms in (3h) when 

devocalisation occurs, the floating I-I tone of the devocalised root vowel 

docks onto ‘a’ which is raised to the mid vowel, [e], in the second form in 

(3b). For a form like ‘ibj6lilbj6171’ which has an extension, a further 

tonological process of HTS takes place as the H tone of the root spreads 

once to the causative morpheme which is underlyingly L. This gives rise to 

a HL contour tone which, following our rule of tone dissimilation, changes 

into a f 1  tone for the base but is maintained for the reduplicate since it 

occurs at word final position and is followed by no other tone. Consider the 
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(4) ibj&bj& 
UW i - bia I 

M 

Stratum 1. 

Rt. bia 
I 
1 

H 

Stem - 
Redup. bia.bia 

I I  

Devoc. J j  

I-I H 

Tone Ik. bJa.bja 
V I  
I '  

1 1  I 

Stratum 2. i -bja.bja 

I I  
H 14 

Postlexically. i-bja.bja 

! I I  
; H H  

Def.L. L 

PR [ibjiibjh ] 

Let's now consider how a non cyclic approach would account for  the 

tonal data of the infinitive forms. 
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111.1.2. A. non cyclic treatment of the infinitive data. 

A non cyclic approach that does not take into account different strata 

assumes that all the morphological processes take place before any 

phonological rules can apply as represented in (5). 

7 ( 5 )  Morphology 

Phonological rules 

Under this assumption, we would have to consider that the H tone 

verbs have their 14 prelinked to the root vowel. This is already a key 

weakness of this approach because it does not explain why only the root 

vowel can have this 1-1. If we were to assume that the H is floating, me 

would obtain the wrong results by assuming the Association Conventions in 

Pulleyblank (I9Kba) as shown in (6) 

6. ibjri ‘to talk’ 

/ i  - bia 1 . . - E1 

output. * ib j i ’  

In summary, therefore, the infinitive forms can be successfully 

accounted for by assuming a cyclic approach with stratum one made up of 

the stem cycle and stratum two, the word level. The tone is copied in the 

reduplicates while €ITS occurs once from the root to the extensions. The 

infinitive marker which is added at stratum two gets its L tone by default at 

the postlexical level. 

After the infinitive form of the verb we will go on to examine the 

present tense in BAlbg. 

‘.The astensk (*) used hcrc i n d i ~ n t e s  that the result is wroriy 
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111.2. THE PRESENT TENSE 

The present tense is the only tense in BUbg where the TM is 

associated with the SM so that they form one morphological word. We have 

called this morphological word which is affixed at stratum two, INFL. This 

is because the SM and the TM seem to function as a unit. In this section of 

the work, we will argue that the present TM is ‘a’ and that it bears a 1-1 tone 

underlyingly. Consider the data below: 

(7) a. gg5 j h d  b. I? jiindi 

‘I buy’ “ I  had bought’ 

5 jAnd 3 jiindi 

‘You buy’ “You had bought’ 

5 jiind ii j h d i  

‘ 1-1 e buys’ “He had bought’ 

sri jhnd si j5ndF 

We buy ‘We had bought’ 

jiti jhnd ‘jii j h n d i  

‘You buy’ ‘You had bought’ 

62 jhnd ‘6d j5ndi 

‘They buy’ ‘They had bought’ 

In the data in (7), the verb ijiind ‘to buy’ has been conjugated in the 

present tense, (7a), and in the past perfect tense, (7b), using all the six SMs 

in the language. Looking at  the data, we realise that the first and second 

persons plural present some segmental alternations as we have s% - si and 

~ 1 6  - pi respectively. Given that the SM and the TM for the present tense 

constitute one morphological word, it is necessary t o  scparatc thcni so as to 

come out with the exact underlying form for the TM. As earlier argued out, 

. , .  -~ .~~ 
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the SMs for the first and second persons plural are ‘si’ and ‘~ l i . ’  

respectively. This means that in the forms in (7a) where we have ‘s5’ and 

‘$5, ‘a’ is an additional segment, and we will argue that this ‘a’ is the 

present TM and that it provokes the deletion of the SM vowel ‘i’ when it 

comes into contact with it. 

As for its underlying tone, we will argue that ‘a’ is underlyingly H. 

Given that in the first person singular in (7a), ‘qgh’, it bears a H tone, this 

H tone must be underlying as the verb root is L and there is no 

neighbouring H tone from which spreading could have occurred. To explain 

the contour tones on the INFL words in (7a), we will argue that they result 

from the linking of floating tones. In the second person singular, the H tone 

of the deleted TM links onto the SM, ‘3’ which bears a L tone giving rise to 

a LH tone. In the third person singular, the L tone of the deleted SM, ‘8’ 

links onto the TM, ‘8’ provoking a LH contour tone. As for the first, 

second and third persons plural, the SM and TM are both underlyingly 1-1. 

Meeussen’ s rule transforms the H tone of the TM into a L tone after 

which the SM vowel deletes leaving its H tone floating. This floating H 

tone then docks onto the TM giving rise to a HL contour tone. 

These arguments are better explained in the derivations in 8. 

5i jhnd s2 j h d  62 j2nd 

a-a-jand si -a - jand ba -a -jand I 

L H L  H H  L H H L 

Stratum 1 .  jand jand jand 
1 I I 
I I I 

L L L 

: I  I I I  I : : I  
tratum 2. a -a- jand si - a- jand ba - a -jand 

L H  L H H L  H H L 

M.R. . . - L L 



V del. a -a- jand si - a- jand ba - a -jand 

I l l  I l l  I I 1  
H L L  €1 L L L H  L 

0 0 0 

Tone Ik. a- jand s- a- jand b - a -jand 

,I I / 1 1  ’ I  ’ /  I 
L H  L H L  L : H L  L 

I 
I 

- 6 - Imp. 

PR [a j h d  s2 jiind fig j h d ]  

After the present tense, let us now look at the future tense. 

111.3. THE FUTURE TENSE 

The future tense in Btildg is marked by a floating H tone. This H 

tone usually docks onto the verb prefix ‘i’ which is maintained in this 

tense. i n  the verb complex form the future TM comes immediately after the 

SM. When used with L tone SMS like the second and third persons 

singular, ‘5’ and ‘2’ respectively, this T‘M undergoes 1lTA arter linking 

onto the verb prefix. Consider the data below: 

(9) a- 1-sBk ‘io look for’ 

b. 5 isiik ‘You will look for’ 

5 ishk ‘Hc will look for’ 

In (9a), the verb is in the infinitive. In  (9b), it has been conjugated 

in the future tense using the L tone SMS, ‘3’ and ‘a’. As can be seen from 

the data above, the SMs and the verb prefix no longer bear tfieir original L 

tones. On the contrary we Cind them appearing with H tones. These H tones 

,\>< 
-P 
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can be argued to result from the floating H tone marking tense which links 

to the verb prefix, then anticipates to the SM whose underlying L tone is 

&linked and is stray erased. The derivations below best illustrate this: 

(10) 

U R  f 

Stratum 1 .  

Stratum 2. 

Tone Ik. 

HTA2 + DLK. 

Stray erasure 

I’R L5 

5 isiik 

3- a- i -  sak 

L r-I I, 
sak 
I 
I 

L 
3 - a-i-sak 

I I I 

L H  L 

3 - a-i-sak 

I /’ I 
L 11 L 

3 -0 - i  -sak 

$..I I 
L t1 L 

3 - i -sak 

U I  
L H  L 
Y O  

isik 

ti isiik 

a - o - i- sak / 

L I 1  L 

sak 

I 

L 

a - 0 -i-sak 

I I 
I 

L H  L 

a - a -i-sak 

I ,’ I 
L H  L 

a-u- i -sak 

&--I I 
L H L 

a- i-sak 

u t  
L H  L 
Yu 

a i&k] 

Apart from undergoing IITA, this TM also hinders certain 

phonological processes like 1 I W  as will be discussed below. All along, the 

M tone of the first person plural, ‘sf,’ has been known to spread rightwards 

to the first root vowel. This is not, however, the case when vcrbs arc 
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conjugated i n  the ruture tense because the H tone marking tense prevents 

FITS from the SM to the verb root. This is exemplified in the data in (1 I).  

( 1 1 )  a. i-sik ‘to look for’ 

i- dig ‘to love’ 

b. si s6yi ‘we had looked for (cf. i s iy i  ‘he had looked for’) 

s i  diggi ‘we had loved (cf. i diggi ‘he had loved’) 

C. si isik ‘we will look for’ 

si fdig ‘we will love’ 

In (1 la), the verbs are in the infinitive form. In ( I  1 b) they have been 

conjugated in the past perfect tense and we notice that the Ff tone of the 

SM ‘ si’ spreads onto the root vowel. In (1 IC), on the contrary, we realize 

that IITS does not occur since the verb prefix ‘i’ bears a I €  tone which 

blocks FITS. It should be noted that the floating H tone marking the future 

tense undergoes €ITA but not PITS. In the forms in (1 IC), H7‘A does not 

occur because the SM, ‘si’ bears a H tone. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE PHONOLOGY OF THE VERB: 

THE PAST TENSE 

IV.0. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter dwells on the past tense in BBlor~. As far as this tense is 

concerned, we have come out with three different forms, namely: the recent 

past, the past perfect and the imperfect tenses. In the sections below, we 

will discuss each form paying particular attention to phonological 

alternations witnessed within them. 

IV. 1. THE RECENT PAST TENSE 

The recent past tensc in B&lbq i s  marked by a floating I I  tonc which, 

as will be argued, docks onto the verb prefix ‘ i ’  which is maintained in this 

tense. This TM is preceded by the present tense of the verb ‘ifti’- ‘to arrive 

/ come’ which is Ti fa’(i.e. present TM +verb root). This gives the sense 

of ‘have just come from’ to the verb. Consider the data below: 

( I )  a. i-dig ‘to love’ 

i-Etini ‘to imitate’. 

b. B ffi idiq ‘he has just come from loving’ 

B fc ifktini ‘he has just come from imitating’ 

(2) a. i-s%k ‘to dance’ 

i -kdt i  ‘to shave’ 
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b. ?i f6 isAk ‘He has just come from dancing’ 
‘He has just come from shaving’ 5 f G  ik616 

The data in (1 )  presents I, tone verbs while that in (2) presents H 

tone verbs. As can be secn from the forms i n  (lb,2b), the verb prefix which 

has been argued to be underlyingly toneless bears a H tone when the verbs 

are conjugated in the recent past tense. We can argue that this I i  tone 

results from the linking of a floating I4 tone which we have considered to 

be the TM’. This CI tone does not undergo HTS as the root vowcl remains L 

in the forms in ( l b )  where the verb roots are L underlyingly. 
The tonal alternation on ‘ifCi’ can be justified by the rule of tone 

dissimilation whereby a I1L conlour tone at word final position bccomes I I  

when it is followed by another tone. Thus we have a 11 tone instead of the 

original HL tone on the verb root, ‘f6’ in the forms in (lb,2b). As for the 

contour tone on ‘5’ it can be justified by the fact that when the third person 

singular SM, ‘i’, is added to the present TM, ‘ti’, the SM dclctcs leaving ils 

L tone floating. This floating L tone docks onto the TM giving it a contour 

tone. 

These arguments are better illustrated in the derivations in ( 3 ) .  

(3) 5 f6 ifktini 5 ffi is5k 

UR / a- a -fu- a-i-fetini a- a- fu- o- i- sak I 

L M 1.1 H L I I  H H H 
Stratuml. fetini sak 

1 
I 

H 

.Another possibility could be that the 11 tone on the verb prefix comes from HTS with the ti tone of 
‘ fh’ spreading rightwards to ‘V. This argument is however nulliRed iFwe ndtl the inorplietne ‘6&’ 
‘now’ to the rest of the verb. This gives tis 
this addition, we realise that the H tone of ‘fh’ does not spread rightwards As such, the 1% tone on the 
verb prefix can only come from the linking of a floating H tone. The fact that ‘68’ maintains its L tone 
and that the verb root remains L in L tone verbs, (Ib), proves that the floating H tone links only to the 
verb prefix and no other TBU within the verb 

f6 6i? (dig ‘he has just come from loving now ’ With 
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Stratum 2. a- a- fu - a-i- fetini a - a -fu -a-i-sak 

I I t  I 
I ,  I 

, I 1  I 
1 1  I 

L H  H H  L H H H  H 

V Del. 0 L-l 

Tone Ik. a- fu - 0-i- fetini a -fu -0-i-sak 

I ’1 I / 1 1 ,  / I  
LH H H  LH I-IH H 

a -fu -i-sak Postlexically. a- fu -i- fetini 

A I 1  ! ! :  A I l l  
LH H H  LH H H  H 

Def L. L LL 

PR [a fi5 ifktini & ffi LsBk] 

The recent past tense does not present any phonological alternations. 

As such, we will move ahead to examine the past perfect tense. 

IV.2. THE PAST PERFECT TENSE 

In this section, we will argue that the past perfect tense in  Baloq is 

marked by the discontinuous morpheme, ‘0.. .I.’. Given this discontinuous 

morpheme, the first part occurs before the stem and as such will be affixed 

at stratum two, while the second part, occurring after the stem will be 

considered as part of the stem which is formed at stratum 1 .  This TM will 

be argued to have two underlying tones, a I1 tone which is prelinked and a 

L tone which is floating. Consider the data below: 

(4) a. i - s&k ‘to look for’ 

i - jBnd ‘to buy’ 
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b. si siyi  ‘we had looked for’ 

si j i nd i  ‘we had bought’ 

C .  a sa y i ‘he had looked for’ 

3 $ndi ‘he had bought’ 

The forms in (4a) present the verbs in the infinitive while those in 

(4b,c) present them in the past perrect tense. In (4b), the SM, is I I  

underlyingly while in (4c), it is underlyingly L. As can bc sccn fiom the 

data in ( 4b), we notice a process of HTS with the 13 tone of ‘si’ spreading 

to the root vowel. When spreading occurs, the L tone of the root vowel 

delinks and is stray erased. This process of kITS is confirmed by the fact 

that when the SM is L underlyingly, the root vowel remains L as in (4c). 

As for the TM, its floating L tone links onto ‘ i’ giving it a FIL contour 

tone. 

The past perfect tense is quite a complex tense exhibiting a lot of 

phonological altcrnations depending on the verb to which the TM is added. 

Let us consider what happens when it is added to verbs with the following 

structures: 

-> -CV- root 

-> -CVC- root + FV 

->  -CVC- root + extension 

- > -CV.CV.CV. root 

IV.2.1. -CV- verb root f TM 

Consider the data below: 

(5) a. i - k3 ‘to hate’ 

i - mk ‘to swallow’ 

i - j h  ‘to sharpen’ 
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b. 

b. 

i- 18 

i - I6 

i - d36 

si k3 

si rnE 
si jE 

si k5n6nl 

si m6nCni 

si j8n8ni 

si 16 

si 18 

si d3B 

‘to insult’ 

‘ to  beat’ 

‘to eat’ 

‘we had hated’ 

‘we had swallowed’ 

‘we had sharpened’ 

‘we had hated e. 0.’ 

‘we had swallowed e. 0.’ 

‘we had sharpened e. 0.’ 

‘we had insulted’ 

‘we had beaten’ 

‘we had eaten’ 

In  (S), thc vcrbs arc in the infinitivc. (sa), presents L tone verbs, 

(Sb), verbs with a HL tone and (5c), verbs with a H tone. In (6), they have 

been conjugated in the past perfect tense. In the forms in (6a), the verb root 

appears with a LII contour tone instead of its original L tone. This contour 

tone can be argued to result from the tone of the second part of the TM, ‘?’, 

which gets deleted before the root vowel. When the TM i s  dclcted, its tones 

remain floating. While its H tone links to the root vowel which already 

bears a L tone, its L tone is stray erased. It should be noted that high 

linking does not takc place if the root vowel bears a I 1  tone. 11 should also 

be noted that in (6a) FITS does not occur from the SM, ‘si’ to the root 

vowel as is always the case. This can be explained by the fact that the root 

vowel already bears two tones, L and H, and the addition of a third tone on 

a single TBU is not quite likely. This argument is made more certain by the 

fact that when an extension is added to the verb as seen in the forms in 

(Gb), MTS occurs from the SM to the verb root. 
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As for the form in (bc), we notice a tonal alternation from the 

original HL contour tone to a simple H tone. This alternation is due to the 

presence of the  tone of the deleted TM and following our rule of tone 

dissimilation, a HL contour tone at word final position becomes H before 

another tone. After tone dissimilation, the tones of the TM are stray erased 

since H linking cannot take place. This is because the root vowel bears a H 

tone. 

Finally, the forms in (6d), maintain their H tones since they are 

affected by neither HTS nor H linking after the deletion of the TM vowel2. 

These explanations are illustrated in the derivations in (7). 

(7) si k3 si 16 si 16 

UR/ si - a-k3 - i  si-a - lo - i  si- 0 -la -i / 

I I I 
I i  L tIL H HL HL H HL 

Stratum 1. 
Rt. k3 lo la 

L HL H 

I I I 
I 9 I 

Stem k3 -i lo - i l a - i  

I \  I I  I 1  
L HL HL HL H HL 

V.del. 0 (3 

There is an exceptional verb in this group where the TM does not delete Consider the data below 
( 1 )  a. ibj5 ‘to talk’ b. sl bj5jji ‘we had talked’. 
Given these forms, we will expect the TM vowel to delete before the root vowel ‘a’ as it 

does for the forms in (6d). On the contrary, we have a glide insertion and both vowels are maintained 
Following information gathered on the field, the TM vowel is probably maintained so as to 

distinguish the noun tnbja ‘speech’froirr the verb form ‘hbjSji’ I had talked’(conjuyated in the first 
person singular) Since the TM is maintained in the first person singular, it is preserved in all the other 
persons and a glide is inserted in between thc two adjacent vowels 



1 lo la Tonelk. k:, 
r, I 
HL, 1-11> H I-IL 

IO 

I 

- 

H 1IL 
si -o - lo 

I I I 

H L H L  M H I-IL 

si -D - lo 

I I 

Yo Yo Yo 
H L H L  1-1 H l.1 L 

si 16 

1v.2.2. -CVC- verb root -t FV + TM 

Consider the following data: 
8) a. i -j31 -5 ‘to laugh’ 

i-k3l -3 ‘to grow’ 

‘to shave’ 

I i-6%-3 ‘to gather’ 

si- o -la 

I I 
I 

H FI 11L 

si- o -la 

I I 
€1 w M L 

Y O  Y O  

s i  151 

a. s i  j5l5 ‘we had laughed’ 

si k 3 5  ‘we had grown’ 

b. si k616 ‘we had shaved’ 

si 65,s ‘we had gathered’ 
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The forms in (8) present the infinitive form of the verbs. In (9), the 

verbs have been conjugated in the past perfect tense. When the second part 

of the TM, ‘i’ comes into contact with the FV at stratum one in (9a,b), it is 

deleted. Its H tone then links to the FV whose L tone is delinked and is 

stray erased. The floating L tone accompanying the H tone of the TM is 

also stray erased, This is followed by HTS which occurs at stratum two 

from the SM ‘si’ to the verb root in the forms in (9a) which are 

underlyingly L . This provokes the delinking of the L tone of the root 

vowel which is stray erased. The derivations in (10) best clarify this: 
(10) si j5l5 

UR / si - 0 -j31-3 - i  

I 
H L L H L  

Stratum 1. 

Rt. j31 
I 
1 

L 
Stem jd -3 -i 

I : I  
L L IIL 

V del. 0 

Tone Ik + j d  -3 

DLK. I f - ,  
L L I l l ,  

j31 -3 

I 1  
L LHL 

Stratum 2. si - 0 -j31 -3 

I I  t 
I 

€3 L LML 

S i  65s5 

si -0 - b x  -3 -i / 

I 
H H L H L  
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HTS2 +Dlk. si - o -jd -3 

1 - 3  I 
H L LE-IL 

Stray erasure si - 0 -j31 -3 si -0 - b x -  3 

G ” I  I I I  I 
H L L H L  H I H L H L  

Y0Ya Y0 ; Yo Y@ 
Imp. 6 

PR [si $515 si 65~51 

IV.2.3. -CVC- verb root +extension +TM. 

Consider the data below: 

(11) a. 

.- 

b. 

(12) a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

i-kltmb -il ‘to congratulate’ 

i-j3m - il ‘to bless’ 

1-fk.d -il ‘to dry’ 

i -hd-3n  ‘to flatter’ 

si kfimbili 

si j5mili 

B kltmbili 

2 jjmili 

si fkyili 

si I5nd5ni 

B fcym 

l5nd5nT 

‘we had congratulated’ 

‘we had blessed’ 

‘he had congratulated’ 

‘he had blessed’ 

‘we had dried 

‘we had flattered’ 

‘he had dried’ 

‘he had flattered’ 

The forms in (1  I )  are in the infinitive. While the verb roots in(1 la) 

are L underlyingly, those in ( I  1 b) are H tone verbs. In (12), they have been 

conjugated in the past perfect tense. As can be seen from the data in (IZa), 
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from the SM, “si”. This assumption is confirmed by the fact that when the 

SM is L underlyingly as in (12b), the root vowel maintains its L tone. As 

for the H tone on the formal extension, it can be argued to result from HTA 

coming from the H tone of the TM. This HTA provokes the delinking of the 

L tone of the extension. These arguments are illustrated in the derivations 

si 15nd5n: h khmbili 

U R  / si-a-kamb-il-i si-a-land-3n-i a-a-kamb-il- i / 

I I I 
H L L H L  I3 1-1 L HL L L L H L  

Rt. kamb Imd kamb 
I I I 
I I I 

L H L 

Stem karnb-il-i Imd-m-i kamb-il-i 

I I I  I I I  I : I  
L L ML H L HL L L I-IL 

Tone Ik. kamb-il-i Imd-m-i kamb-il-i 

I I r ,  1 I i’, I I r, 
L L NL H L HL L L IIL 

HTAl +Dlk. kamb-il-i 1md-3n-i kamb-il-i 

I !4 I c \I\ I 6 4  
I, LI-1 L H L IIL I, I ,  111, 

Stratum 2. si-o-kamb-il-i si-a-1md-m-i a-o-kamb-il- i / 

I I  : I u  ’ I I \A 

I 1  L L I l L t I  I 1  L I1L I ,  I, I .  111, 

HTS2 + Dlk. si-0-kamb-il-i 

L-5 - 
I1 L L H L  
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Stray si-a-kamb-il-i si-a-lmd-m-i a-a-kamb-il- i / 

erasure L----- \A I I V  I I W  
13 L L IIL I {  E1 L HL L L L l I L  

Y a  Yu  Yslg xL7 

PR [si k5mbili si I5nd5ni ikimbili]  

IV.2.4. CV.CV.CV. verb root +TM 

Consider the data in ( I  4) and (1  5) below: 

(14) a. i-fktini ‘to imitate’ 

i-sky klk ‘to sift’ 

b. i-kAjIsk ‘to judge’ 

(15) a. si f6tini ‘we had imitated’ 

si s6y 616 ‘we had sifted’ 

b. Q f M n i  ‘he had imitated’ 

& sky 616 ‘he had sifted’ 

c. si khjjisi. ‘we had judged’ 

As can be seen from the data above, the forms in (14) are in the infinitive 

while those in (15) have been conjugated in the past perfect tense. (I5a) 

presents L tone verbs conjugated with the ?-I tone SM, ‘si’ while (15b), 

presents them conjugated with a I, tone SM, ‘i’. Looking closely at the 

data we notice some tonal alternations. When the verbs are conjugated with 

‘sf’, HTS occurs, with the H tone of ‘si’ spreading once to the first root 

vowel. This argument is confirmed by the fact that when the SM is the L 

tone ‘h’ ,  the first root vowel remains L (cf. 15b). The H tones on the 

remaining root vowels can be accounted for by the fact that the floating I3 

tone of the deleted TM docks onto the last TBU of the verb root. From 

here, it spreads leftwards to the next TBU through HTA at stratum one. 
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As for the form in (15c), HTS from the SM does not occur since the 

first root vowel bears a H tone underlyingly. The only phonological 

processes that take place are H linking and HTA when the TM is deleted. 

The following derivations best explain these arguments: 

(16) si fktini 

UR/ si-a-fetini-i 

I 
H 14 L 

Stratum 1. 

Rt. fetini 

Stem. fetini - i 
I 

HL 

Vdel 0 

Tone lk.3 fetini 
I 
I 

1-1 L 

fetini 

‘4 
HL 

si-0-fetini 

I I V 

si kfijjisc 

si-a-kajise-i 

I 
H H FIL 

kajise 

H 
, , 

kajise - i 

I I 
H HL 

a 

kajise 

I ‘I 
I-I HL 

kajise 

I ‘4 
H HL 

si-0-kajise 

; I V  

i fitini 

a-0-fetini-i / 

I 
L HL 

fetini 

fetini -i 

I 
HL 

0 

fctini 
1 
1 

HL 

I : l in i  

‘4 
HL 

a-a-fetini 

I I V 
H HL H H HL L ti L 

1-’ v 
FITS 2 si-a-fetini 

11 Fl L 

’.It is worth noting that with the rule of tone linking, only the first tone in a series of floating tones 
links (cf. the derivations in (7) and (10) ofthis chapter) 
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Stray si-a-fetini si-o-kajise a-o-fetini 

erasure I/ ” I I ”  I V 

H H L  H H H  L L I1 L 
YCi Y 0  Y o  

Postlexically si-a-fetini si-o-kajise a-a-fetini 

P ”  I I V  I : v  
H H H H H L : H  

Def.L. L 

PR [si f6tini si khjjisi. B f5tiniI 

ARer the past perfect tense, we are left with the imperfect tense 

which will be tackled in this last section. 

IV.3. THE IMPERFECT TENSE 

The imperfect tense in BBl6g is marked by the discontinuous 

morpheme ‘o---iyi’. We will argue that underlyingly, the second part  of 

TM, ‘Qyi’ is made up of two formatives ‘ak’ and ‘i’. The change from the 

underlying [k] to the surface [y] can be explained by the rule of 

assibilation. At the tonal level, the first formative ‘-ak-’ will be argued to 

be toneless underlyingly while the second formative, ’i’ has two underlying 

tones4; a H tone which is prelinked and a L tone which is floating. When 

the two formatives come together, the H tone of ‘i’ anticipates onto the 

first formative, ‘-ak-’giving it a El tone. Apart from thmc processes, we 

also notice a process of vowel harmony as the data below illustrates: 
(16) a. b. 

[ i ]  -> idlg ‘to love’ si digg - By? ‘we wcre loving’ 

[a] -> i j ind ‘to buy’ si jBnd - By? ‘we were buying’ 

.The reason for this argument is that the ‘i’ here seems to be tile same ‘i’ that we h i d  i n  the past 
perfect tense As such, their tones have to be the same 
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[u] -> ithm ‘to pound’ si thm - Byi ‘we were pounding’ 

[e] -> ij6l ‘to go’ si j6l - By1 ‘we were going’ 

to] -> isbrnb ‘to sell’ si s6mb- 6yi ‘we were selling’ 

(17) a. b. 
... [E] -> ijm ‘tosee’ si j6n - 6yi ‘we were seeing’ 

ikwd  ‘to fall (a tree) si kw6l -6yi ‘we were felling (a tree) 

(18) a. b. 

[3] -> it5g ‘to whistle’ si t5gg - 5yi ‘we were whistling’ 

si s5y- 5yi ‘we were getting drunk’ 

si j5y- 5yi ‘we were having a bath’ 

is5k ‘to get drunk’ 

ij5k ‘to have a bath 

In the forms in (16), we notice that the TM is ‘0 ... 5yi’ no matter the 

vowel of the verb root. In (17) and (18) however, the first vowel of the TM 

changes into [E] and [3] respectively, giving [Cy?] and [5yi]. A look at the 

root vowels shows that there has been vowel harmony as the vowel of the 

TM harmonizes with that of the verb root. This pushes us to the conclusion 

that vowel harmony affects only the second grade mid vowels, [E] and [3], 

leaving all the other vowels unaffected. We can therefore argue that the 

basic form is ‘6yi’ and that ‘6yY and ‘5yY are allomorphs. This gives us the 

following rule of vowel harmony: 

(19) vowel harmony: 

This rule states: the low front vowel [a] at morpheme boundary 

becomes the mid vowels, [E] or [3], after [E] or [3] respectively. 



arguments: 

si j6n6yi 

si-a-jan-ak- i 

I 
H H HL 

I I 
H HL H HL 

Assib. Y Y 

V. harmony E 

HTA 1 jel-ay - i jen -ey - i 

I’-.l I ‘. .I 
H M L H HL 

Stratum 2. si-a- jel-ay-i si-a-jen-ey-i 

j an 

I 

H 
jm- ak -i  

I I 

H 

I I \  I I ‘A 
H H HL H H HL 

Tone Ik. si-a- jel-ay-i si-a-jan-~y-i 

I I f, I I  r, 
H H HL H H HL 

I 
H HL 

s3k 
I 
I 

H 
s3k - ak - i  

I I 
H HL 

Y Y  

3 

s3y - q- i 

I ‘..I 
€1 HL 

s i-a-ssy-3y- i 

! I \I 
H H HL 

si-o-sy-~y-i  

I 1  r, 
H H HL 
si s5y5yiI 

Apart from these phonological processes, a process of vowel deletion 

takes place when the imperfect TM is added to verbs having a final -CV-. 

Below are some examples: 



a. 

b. 

a. 

b. 

]-I& 
i-k5 

i-mk 

i-jjlj 

i-kbfb 

si I&yi 

si kjyi 

si m6yi 

s i  j515yi 

si k6f6yi 

‘to beat’ 
‘to hate’ 

‘to swallow’ 

‘to laugh’ 

‘to accept’ 

‘we were beating’ 

‘we were hating’ 

‘we were swallowing’ 

‘we were laughing’ 

‘we were accepting’ 

The data in (21a) presents monosyllabic verb stems while that in (21b) 

presents disyllabic verb stems in the infinitive. In (22), they have been 

conjugated in the imperfect tense. In both forms in (22), when the TM is 

added, the vowel of the first TM formative deletes. After deletion, the H 

tone of the second formative “ i ”  anticipates onto the second stem vowel. 

Note should be taken of the fact that the rule of HTA occurring at stratum 

one i s  morphologically conditioned as it does not affect the first vowel of 

the stem. When the SM “si” is added to the verb stem at stratum two, it 

spreads its H tone to the first stem vowel provoking the delinking of the L 
tone borne by this vowel, which gets stray erased. The following 

derivations best clarify these explanations. 
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(23) si l6yi si m6yi si k6f6yi 

UR / si-0-la-ak-i si-a-me-ak-i si-0-kof-o-ak-i / 

I I I 
H H HL H L HL H L L HL 

Stratum 1 .  

Rt. la mE kof 
I I I 
I I I 

I 1  L I, 
stem la- ak-i me-ak-i kof-o-ak-i 

I : I  I I : :  I I ; : : I  

Assib Y Y Y 
H I !HL L1 HL L L IHL 

V del. 0 a a 
HTA1 +Dlk kof-o-y-i 

I z-4 
L L IIL 

Stratum 2. si-a-la-y-i 

: I 1  
I I  13 m 

Tone Ik si-a- si-la-y-i 

I I r ,  
H H HL 

HTS2 + Dlk 

si-a-me-y-1 

I I t  
I3 L HL 

si-a-me-y-i 

I I r, 
H L HL 

si-0-me-y-i 

L.3 il 
H L HL 

Y O  

si mEyi 

s i-0-kof-o-y- i 

: I \  
H L L HL 

si-a-kof-o-y-i 

I 1 v\ 
H L L  HL 

si-a-kof-o-y-i 

I > - . &  w 
H L L  HL 

YaYa 

si k6f6yi ] 
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It should be noted that HTAl can apply iteratively, provided the first . 
root vowel remains unaffected. Consider the data below: 

(24) i-fktini ‘to imitate’ 
a. ii Gtiniyi ‘he was imitating’ 

b. si fbtiniyi ‘we were imitating’ 

In the form in (24a), the verb is in the infinitive and all the root 

vowels bear L tones. In (24a), we realise that the two last root vowels have 

H tones. These tones can only be explained by arguing that the H tone of 

the second TM formative anticipates iteratively to these root vowels 

leaving the first root vowel unaffected. As for the form in (24b), we can 

argue that the H tone on the first root vowel comes from €ITS with the SM, 

“si”. spreading its H tone to it. 

€laving discussed the phonology of the verb, we will move on to 

examine Bilbr~ nominal forms. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE PHONOLOGY OF THE NOUN 

V. 0. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, we are going to examine the Bilar~ noun. We will 

begin by looking at the noun structure, then at the noun classes and at the 

underlying forms of noun roots. We will end by examining some cases of 

reduplication in nouns. 

V. 1. NOUN STRUCTURE 

The BAl6r~ noun has a very simple structure which consists of a class 

prefix and a root. This structure is illustrated in ( I )  bclow: 

(1) i - t6 ‘ear’ 

Pfx-Rt 

Some nouns do not have a prefix and are thus considered to have a zero 

prefix, “B’’ as the example in (2) shows: 

All the noun prefixes are underlyingly L and have a CV-structure except 

for the noun prefixes ‘i” and “E” which have a V-shape. 
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V.2. NOUN CLASSES. 

Bantu nouns have been classified into a number of classes and these 

classes are mostly determined by the prefixes these nouns bear. In his 

“Projet de tht?se”, Morphologic du b’cilhg, KOUOH MBOUDJA 

distinguished thirteen (13) noun classes for B i l h ~  nouns. Below are the 

noun classes with corresponding examples 

Class Prefix 

mu- 

a- 

ba- 

mu- 

mi- 

i-/di- 

ma- 

E- 

bi- 

a- 

ci 

bu- 

w u- 

fi- 

Example 

jkPn’ ‘stranger’ 

s&gg6 ‘sir 

6 i - k ~ n  ‘strangers’ 

li-lkm ‘heart’ 

mi-Em ‘hearts’ 

i-sQ / di-sbg ‘tooth’ 

mi-s6g ‘teeth’ 

k-66~315 ‘baton de manioc’ 

bi-613~313 ‘batons de nnanioc’ 

ggind ‘American crocodile’ 

g g h d  ‘American crocodiles’ 

bw-61 ‘medicine’ 

w-6m ‘places’ 

fj-5n ‘mushroom’ 

’ Some BM?q speakers (e.g. speakers from Muyuka village) have “mhk2n”as the word for 
“stranger .” We have however decided to adopt the fonn “i)kh” used by the native 
speakers from “Ffk6” village given that the Balbg spoken here is standard as i t  is 
understood by all the other villages. Secondly, in our entire data, “in*kPn” iq the only 
noun in  wliicli the prefix vowel is maintained. 
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Some nouns have regular prefixes while others show a lot of 

alternations. Examples are classes la, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 14, 17, and 19. In the 

following paragraphs, we are going to examine these noun classes so as to 

explain how the alternations come about. 

V.2.1. Noun classes 1 and 3. 

Classes I and 3, all singular classes have for noun prefix “mu-.” 

They form their plurals in “ba-” and “mi-” respectively. Despite their 

underlying form “mu-”, a lot of alternations are witnessed as the data 

below indicates: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

in-f3m 

ri-li5m 

j-khwfi 

m418 

mw-Zn 

mw-Alhn 

‘rich man’(cl I )  

‘heart’(c1 3) 

‘plantain’(c1 3) 

‘head’(c1 1) 

‘child’ (cl 1) 

‘woman’(c1 1)  

We thus have the alternants in-il-j-m-mw, which we will explain 

in the following paragraphs. 

In the forms in (4a), the alternations come about as a result of three 

phonological processes: vowel deletion, tone linking and nasal assimilation. 

When the vowel of the class prefix “mu-” deletes, its L tone remains 

floating. This floating tone docks onto the nasal sound, [m], which 

following a rule of nasal assimilation, assimilates the place of articulation 

of the following consonant. The derivations in (5) better illustrate this. 
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( 5 )  inf3m hl6m jki%w6 

UR / m u - f ~ m  mu-lem mu-kawu I 

L L H  L L H  

Stratum 1. f3m lem kawu 
I I I  
I , I  

H I, H 

Stratum 2. mu-f3m mu-lem mu-kawu 

: I  I I I  I 
I 

L L H  L L t1 
V del. 0 0 0 

Tone lk r n - f D r n  m- lem rn-kawu 
\ \ \ 

\ : \  I : \  I I 
L I L H  : L L  N 

Nasal assim. n 13 
I 

Postlexically: m43m n- lem g- kawu 

I :  I I  I I I  
L I  L H  L L tl 

Def L L 
PR [inem U r n  ijkhwli ] 

In the form in (4b), “mb16”, there has been vowel deletion but the 

difference here is that the floating L tone of the deleted class prefix vowel 

does not dock onto the preceding nasal as in (4a). This is surely due to the 

fact that the noun root starts with a vowel and the syllabic nasal does not 

occur before vowels. This floating L tone is then stray erased. 

The forms in (4c), “mwtin” and ‘‘mwiilin” present a process of 

gliding or devocalisation. When the prefix vowel [u] devocalizes into the 

#glide, [w] its L tone remains floating. This floating L tone links onto the 
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root vowel provoking a contour tone for the form “ m w h ”  whose root is 

underlyingly H but is stray erased for the form “mwalin” which is 
underlyingly toneless. Consider the derivations in ( 6 )  below. 

( 6 )  mw5n mwklin 

mu-alan I 

L 

alan 

H 

mu - an 

: I  
L H  

W 

mu-alan 

I 

L 

W 

L H  

Stray erasure mw-alan 

Postlexically 

Def L 

L 
YD 

mw-an mw-alan 
I 1  n I 1  

L H  , I  
I 1  

L L  
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The alternations in noun class two come mainly from the deletion of 

the prefix vowel when it occurs before a noun root beginning with a vowel. 

When vowel deletion occurs, the L tone of the prefix vowel remains 

floating and docks to the root vowel provoking a contour tone in H tone 

noun roots, or is simply stray erased. Below are some examples: 

(7) a- b-5n ‘children’ 

b. b - i k n  ‘women’ 

Consider the derivations in (8) 

b5n 

UR / ba-an 

L H 

Stratum 1. 

Stratum 2. 

V del. 

Tone Ik 

Stray erasure 

b i l i n  

ba-alan / 

L 

an alan 
I 
I 

H 

ba-an ba-alan 
I I I  I 

L H  L 

0 a 

b-an 

/I 
L H  

b-alan 

L 

XU 
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Postlexically b-an b-alan 
1 1  n I I  

L H  I ,  

Def L. LL 

I I  

PR [ b h  b d i n  ] 

V.2.3. Noun classes 4,5,6,14,17, and 19. 

Alternations within these noun classes result either from gliding or 

from the deletion of the prefix vowel when it is added to the noun roots 

beginning with a vowel. Consider the data in (9) 

b. 

C. 

d-is 

d-in 

m-61 

m-hk 

m-is 

m-Em 

w-6m 

mj-ks6 

bw-61 

f j - h  

d3-Bm 

d3-kn6 

d 3 - ~ g 6 1 6  

d3-6 

‘eye’(c1 5) 

‘name’(c1 5) 

‘medicines’ (cl 6) 

‘mirrors’ (cl 6) 

‘eyes’ (cl 6) 

‘pregnancies’ (cl 6) 

‘places’ (cl 17) 

‘forks’(cl4) 

‘medicine (cl 14) 

‘mushroom’(c1 19) 

‘pregnancy’(c1 5) 

‘mirror’ (cI 5) 

‘mango (cl 5) 

‘nose (cl 5) 
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I n  the forms in (Oa), the prefix vowel undergoes vowel deletion 

leaving its L tone floating. This floating L tone either docks onto the root 

vowel provoking a contour tone in H tone noun roots or it is simply stray 

erased. This is illustrated in the derivations below. 

(10) dis mEm mkne w6m 

UR I di-is ma-Em ma-Eric: wu-om I 

L H LH L LH L H  

Stratum 1. is Em Eric: om 
I I I I  I 
I I 1 1  1 

tl H L 1-1 FI 

erasure 

PR 

di- is ma- E m  ma-enc: wu-om 

I I  I I  ! I I  I I  
L H  L H L LH L H  

0 a 0 (7 

d-is m-Em 

'I ,I 
LH Ltl 

ln -ERE w- om 

I I  I 
L LH L H  

Y O  Y O  

[ dis mEm mkn6 w6m ] 

As for the forms in (9b), the noun prefix vowel undergoes 

devocalization before the noun root. Its L tone, however, remains floating 

and docks onto the root vowel or is stray erased. Consider the derivations in 

( 1  1). 



UR I 

Stratum 1: 

Stratum 2: 

mjAs6 

mi-aso 

L LH 

Devoc. 

Tone Ik 

Stray erasurc 

PR 

aso 
I I  
1 1  

L H 
mi-aso 

: I 1  
L LH 

J 

mj-as0 

I I  
L LH 

mj-aso 

I I  
LL H 
Y O  

mjis6 
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bwBl 

bu-el 

L 

el 

bu-el 
I 
I 

L 

W 

bw-el 
I , , 

L 

fjjn 

fi-an I 

L 

3n 

fi-an 
I 
I 

L 

j 
fj-an 

I , , 
L 

bw6l f j h  ] 

Finally, the forms in (Sc), first undergo vowel deletion, then a 

phonological process of palatalisation by which the alveolar sound, [d], 

becomes the palatal sound [d3] before non high vowels. This phonological 

process can be captured as follows: 'I b ', L,; 
(12) Palatalisation , \ i d  

-cont 

+cor 

-nas 1 

W 

\./ 
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/d/ -> 

d 3 W  

di-en& 

L L H  
E l l E  

I 1  
I 1  

L H  

di-enE 

I I  I 
L L H  
0 

I /  
L L H  

4 I 

d3-ene 

I t  
L L H  

Y0 

d36 

di-o 

L H  
0 

I 
I 

H 

di-o 

I t  
L H  

0 

d3-0 

I 
L H  

d3-0 

I 
L H  

Y0 

d3&ggbli, 

di-aggolo / 

L H L  

aggolo 
I 1  
1 ,  

H I, 

di-aggolo 

I I  I 
L H  L 
0 

d3-aggolo 

I I  
L H L  

d3-aggolo 

I I  
L 1-1 L 

Y0 
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d3-ene d3-0 d3-iqg010 

I I  
L H  

d3fn6 

I 
H 

d36 

I I :  
t I L :  

L 

d36ggM6 ] 

3. UNDERLYING FORM OF NOUN ROOTS 

le Structure 

A syllable according to Wieseman et al. (1988) is a TBU. This 

definition suggests that each TBU should be the nucleus of a syllable. 

Another definition of a syllable put forward by phonologists is that a 

syllable consists o f  three parts: 

i) the onset which is made up of a consonant 

ii) the peak or nucleus made up of a vowel or a syllabic nasal 

i i i )  the coda made up  of a consonant (Pike 1947). 

From these definitions, one can say that a syllable consists of the onset 

which is optional, the peak or the nucleus which is the most important 

component of the syllable and which carries the tone and the coda which is 

also optional. The syllable can therefore be represented thus: 

(14) (C ) V ( C )  

BBlbg'noun roots are made up of one or more syllables and in the 

paragraphs, we will examine their syllable structures. 
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V.3.1.1. Monosyllabic noun roots. 

They present the following structures: 

-V as in d3-6 “nose” 

-VC as in b-5n “chi 1 dren ” 

-CV as in i-t6 ‘‘ear’’ 

-CVC as in i-lkn “knife” 

One particularity about the -V and -VC noun roots is that they 

provoke either the gliding or the deletion of the prefix vowel when they 

come into contact with it. 

They are the most attested noun roots in Bil6q. They present four 

structures which are as follows: 

-v.cv as in mw-hs6 “fork” 

-cv.v as in k-6&i ‘‘sun” 

-cv.cv as in in-wGtG “student” 

-CV.CVC as in in-filim “race” 

Like the -V and -VC syllable structures,the -V.CV noun root also 

provokes gliding and vowel deletion when the noun prefix is added to it. 

V.3.1.3. Trisyllabic noun roots. 

Like the monosyllabic noun roots, they present four structures: 

-CV.V.CV as in t&li “table” 

-CV.V.CVC as in k-t66kBn “local bush lamp” 
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-CV.CV.CV. as in i?-k6w&li “cry” 

-CV.CV.CVC as in t j l jsis  “trousers” 

As can be seen from the -CV.V.CV and -CV.V.CVC structures, 

Bdbg permits only adjacent identical vowels within one word. 

V.3.2. Underlying tones 

BBlbl~ noun roots exhibit a variety of surface tonal melodies. 

However, not all these tonal melodies are underlying. This section of the 

work is therefore going to determine which tones are undcrlying and i t  will 

be divided into monosyllabic, disyllabic and trisyllabic noun roots. 

V.3.2.1. Monosyllabic noun roots. 

Consider the data below: 

(15) a. d3-6 ‘nose’ 

h - W l i  ‘ghost’ 

b. fj-3n ‘mushroom’ 

k-dG ‘banana’ 

C. i-18 ‘ear’ 

d3-6 ‘God’ 

d. Wi ‘theft’ 

j i ind ‘finger nail’ 

b-iin ‘children’ 

Following the data in ( I  5 )  above, monosyllabic noun roots present 

four surface tones, namely: H, L, HL, and LH. At the  underlying level, 

however, monosyllabic noun roots will be argued to have only one tone, the 

H tone. 



In the forms in (15a), the noun root bears a H tone which, 

presumably, starts by being floating and links to the first root vowel 

following the UAC (Pulleyblank 1986a). The forms in (15b) on their part 

are underlyingly toneless and get their L tone by default. 

Those in (15c,d) can be argued to be H underlyingly and that the 

surface contour tones result from the linking of floating L tones. In (15c), 

the underlying I-I tone is followed by a floating L tone which links to the 

noun root. One strong argument for saying that this tone is floating is that, 

in phrasal constructions, it is no longer present, This is exemplified in the 

‘ear’ 

m-616 ‘head’ 

b. it6 d3h mw5n ‘the child’s ear’ 

ear of child 

mb16 rnwh mw5n 

head of child 

‘the child’s head’ 

In (15d), the H tone of the noun root is affected by the floating L 
tone of the absent prefix vowel. These arguments are illustrated in the 

derivations below: 

(17) h w 6  kdii it6 wi 

UR I mu-wu E-du i-to a-wi i 

L t I  L L IIL L I1  

Stratum 1. / wu dU to wi 

HL H 
Stratum 2. mu-wu E-du i-to a-wi 

L I-1 L L HL L M 



Tone Ik. m-wu 

! I  
L H  

Postlexicafly: m-wu 

L H  

Def L. 

PR [hwii 

I02 

E-du 

I 
L 

E-du 

I I  
L I  

L 

6dC 

V.3.2.2. Disyllabic noun roots. 

i-to a-wi 

I f, I 4 
L HL L €I 

i-to a-wi 

A A 

L HL L H  

it6 wi 1 

These noun roots which are the most attested noun roots in Bilbr~ 

appear with the following surface tonal melodies. 

(18) a. H k-I 
i-windi ‘pencil’ 

in-wCtl3 ‘student’ 

b. H HL 
fiJ15 ‘snake’ 

( 1 9 )  LL 

W&@ ‘chimpanzee’ 

mw-i18n ‘woman’ 

(20) a. HL 
mj-513 ‘canoes’ 

b. LII L 
mw-8ndh  ‘small child’ 



(21) a. LH 
mw-&s6 ‘fork’ 

b. L HL 
mj-618 ‘heads’ 
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Despite these surface tonal melodies, disyllabic noun roots in Bdbg 

essentially have three underlying tones: H, HL and LEI. Noun roots which 

do not have these tones are considered to be underlyingly toneless. For the 

forms above, we will argue that those in (18) are underlyingly €3, those in 

(19) are toneless, those in (20) have two underlying tones, 11 and L and that 

those in (21) have L and H as underlying tones. 

In the forms in (le), the H tone is linked to the first root vowel. 

From here it spreads to the second root vowel which is toneless for the 

forms in (18a) but which has a floating L tone for the form in (18b). After 

HTS has taken place, the floating L tone links to the second root vowel 

giving rise to a IiL contour tone.2 This gives us the following derivations: 

(22) iwindi fiJl3 

UR / i-windi a- fijls i 

L I3 H L  

Stratum 1. windi fip3 

I I 
I4 H L  

In the verbs, we argued that only adjacent H tones could block HTS but in the nouns, 
we will argue that adjacent L tones also block HTS. H tones thus spread only to segments 
that are toneless underlyingly. There is therefore the necessity for HTS to take place 
before Tone Linking for a form like “fijl3” because if the reverse is done, the L tone of 
the second root vowel will block HTS and we will not come out with the right results. The 
right ordering of rules is therefore of vital importance. 



Stratum 2. 

I-ir s I 

Tone Ik. 

PR r 

i 04 

i-windi fiJl5 

! I  I 

i-windi fiJl3 

I L’ I,’ 
L M tI L 

fip9 

K 

L 1-1 I4 L 

FI L 

iwindi fiJl9 ] 

The forms in (19) can be argued to be toneless underlyingly and they 

get their L tones by default. This assumption is made more certain by the 

fact that, in phrasal constructions, a contour tone does not occur on these 

nouns when HTS takes place. Consider the data below: 

(23) a. WhYk ‘chimpanzee’ 

mw-$lhn ‘woman’ 

b. iwindi d35 wiyk ‘the chimpanzee’s pencil’ 

pencil of chimpanzee 

‘Iwindi d35 m w i l h  

pencil of woman 

’the woman’s pencil’ 

From the forms in (23b), we realize that if the noun roots for “w2yk” 

and “mwhlhn” were underlyingly L, we would expect a contour tone when 

spreading takes place. Secondly, the fact that FITS takes place is a piece of 

evidence that the noun root is toneless because an underlying L tone will 

block HTS. These forms can be derived as follows: 



Stratum I .  waye 

Stratum 2 waye 

Devoc. 

Stray eras. 

Postlexically: waye 
. .  
I I  

Def L L L  

PR [WAY? 
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mw-hl5n 

mu-alan I 

L 

alan 

mu-alan 
I 
I 

L 

W 

mw-alan 

I, 

YIB 
mw-alan 

I 1  
I ,  

LL 

rnw-81An ] 

In the forms in (20a,b), we will argue that they have two underlying 

tones, t-I and L, which are linked to the root vowels. Note should be taken 

of the fact that HTS does not occur here because of the L tone borne by the 

second root vowel which blocks HTS. In both forms, we notice the 

devocalization of the prefix vowel. In (20a), when the prefix vowel 

devocalizes, its L tone remains floating and is stray erased whereas in 

(20b), it links to the first root vowel which already bears a H tone, thereby 

provoking a contour tone. The derivations in (25) better explain this: 
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(25) m j 4 5  mwZndEm 

UR / mi-313 mu-andem / 

I I  I I  
L HL L H  L 

Stratum 1. 313 andem 
I 1  I 1  
I ,  , I  

HL H L  
Stratum 2. mi-313 mu-andeni 

: I 1  : I  I 
L HL L H  L 

Devoc. j W 

Tone Ik. mw-andem 

,I I 
L H  L 

Stray erasure mj-313 

I I  
L H L  

YQ 

PR [ mj5l3 mw5ndEm ] 

Finally, we have considered the forms in (21) to have two 

underlying tones, L and H, which are linked to the root vowels. The 

difference between the forms in (a) and (b) is that the form in (21b) bears, 

in addition, a floating L tone which links to the second root vowel, 

provoking a HL contour tone. This is illustrated in the derivations in (26). 



U R  I mu-aso 

I 1  
L L I I  

Stratum 1. 

Stratum 2: 

Tone Ik. 

Devoc. 

Stray erasure 

PR 

aso 

I 1  
Ltl 

mu-aso 

: I 1  
L L I I  

mu-aso 

I l l  
L L I-I 

W 

mw-aso 

I 1  
L L t I  

YLl 

[ mwis6 

I07 

mjblS 

mi-olo I 

I 1  
L L I-IL 

01 0 

I I  
L E1 L 

mi-olo 

I l l  
L LHL 

mi-olo 

I r, 
LL HL 

mi-olo 

I I A  

j 

L LIIL 

mj-olo 

I n  
L LHL 

Yo 

mjbl6 

In  summary, disyllabic noun roots have the following underlying 

tones: M, a, I-IL, and LH. 
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V.32.3. Trisyllabic noun roots. 

They appear with the following surface tonal melodies: 

(27) a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

HHL 

t64 i  

t a i  

HLL 
a-tati1i 

qg5yjwk 

HHH 

b i - k G l i  

2- k6wCl i 

LLL 

s%ni 

tlxJp& 

LHL 

‘table’ 

‘towel’ 

‘guard’ 

‘chain’ 

‘white men’ 

‘cry’ 

‘reed’ 

‘motor cycle’ 

mii-lbmbindii ‘perfumes’ 

JljpiJlii ‘sock’ 

LI-il I 

2-kbwCli ‘welcome’ 

At the underlying level, only four tonal melodies will be argued to 

exist, namely : H, HH, HL, and LH. Noun forms without these underlying 

tones have been considered toneless. 

To begin with H tone noun roots, we will argue that the forms in 

(27a) are H underlyingly and that this H tone is linked to the first root 

vowel. This I3 tone spreads once to the second root vowel which is toneless 

and the third root vowel gets its L tone by default. 
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As for the form in (27b), it can be argued to have two underlying 

tones, H and L. These tones are linked to the first and second root vowels 

and the third root vowel gets its L tone by default. FITS does not take place 

here bccausc of the tone borne by the second root vowcl. Considcr the 

derivations below: 

(28) t G l i  

UR I teeli 

I 
H 

Stratum 1. teeli 

I 
H 

Assib. 

Stratum 2. teeli 

I 
H 

FITS 1 teeli 

1’ 
1-1 

Postlexically: teeli 

V I  
H I  

Def L L 

PR [t6tTi 

The forms in (27c) have been assumed to be I I H  underlyingly. The 

reason for this tonal melody is that the three root vowels all bear surface H 
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tones and all along we have demonstrated that HTS is 

therefore means that for the right results to be obtair 

tonal melody must be MII. We will argue that the first 
to the first root vowel while the second 1-1 tone, which 

the third root vowel. This argument is aimed at avoidin 

Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) according to whic 

tones are banned from the lexical representation. W 

form, the first H tone spreads once to the second ro 

second 11 tone remains unaffected. These arguments a 

derivation in (29). 
(29) bZik6il6 

UR I ba-kaala I 

I 
L tI 11 

Stratum 1. kaala 

I 
H tr 

Stratum 2. ha-kaala 

i I  

L H H  

HTS 1 ba-kaala 

I 1' 
L H FI 

Tone Ik. ba-kaala 

I I / :  
L H t-l 

PR [ bik6616 ] 

lot iterative. This 
i, the underlying 

tone is prelinked 
floating, links to 

a violation of the 

adjacent identical 

I this underlying 

vowel while the 

illustrated in the 



The forms in (27d) have been assumed to be ton 

and they get their L tones by default. 

Those in (27e) have been attributed two underlyi 
with the H tone prelinked to the second root vowel. I 

(Pulleyblank 1986a) which posit that association lines 

tone which is floating links to the third root vowel and 

gets its L tone by default. 

Finally, the form in (270  will be argued to h: 

tones, L and H. With these underlying tones, the L to1 

root vowel while the H tone links to the second root vo 

H tone spreads to the third root vowel which is underl) 

derivations in (30) best illustrate these arguments. 

(30) miilbmbindii kkbwkli 

UR / ma-lombinda E-koweli / 

I 
L I t  I> L L t l  

Stratum I .  lombinda kowcli 
I 1  1 :  I 1  

1-1 I, I, 11 

I I I I  : I 1’ 
Stratum 2. ma-lombinda E-kowdi 

HTS 1 L H L  L L H  

Postlexically : ma-lombincla E-kowEli 

L I  I I L  L L  H 

less underlyingly, 

g tones, H and L, 

Illowing the UAC 

J not cross, the L 

Le first root vowel 

: two underlying 

links to the first 

1. From here, the 

gly toneless. The 

PR [ rniilbmbindii kkhwcli ] 



I 
I 
I 

I n  summary, Bilbg noun roots have the following un erlying tones: 

Monosyllabic noun roots: H and D 
Disyllabic noun roots: H, a, HL, and LH 

Trisyllabic noun roots: 11, a, ML, 1 I M  and LH 

In general, therefore, Bil61~ noun roots have five 

H, 0, HL,HH, and LH. 

V.4. REDUPLICATES. 

Consider the data below: 

(31) a. gkbgkb ‘evening’ 

fi-kitpkkbpk ‘bat’ 

b. k-k61ik61i ‘butterfly’ 

c. k -66~666~6  ‘anthill 

~616~616 ‘cockroach’ 

d. kb6ikb69 ‘goose’ 

Like in verb reduplication, we will argue that thc 

the reduplicate in nouns. In the forms in (31a), the noun 

to be underlyingly toneless. When reduplication takes F 
the reduplicate get their L tones by default. 

In (3ib), the noun root has been assumed to be 

tones, H and L. These tones dock onto the two root vc 

copied in the reduplicate. The derivations below better ill 

nderlying tones: 

tone is copied in 

lot will be argued 

ice, the base and 

r two underlying 

iels and are then 

strate this: 
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fi-kiipkkiipk &k61ik611 (32) 
UR /fi-kupe E-koli / 

L ,  L H L  

Stratum I .  kupe koli 
I 1  
I 1  

H L  

Redup kupe. kupe koli.koli 

I I  I I 
H L H L  

Stratum 2. fi-kupe.kupe E-koli.koli 

I I I I I I I  
L L H L H L  

Postlexcally: fi-kupe.kupe e-koli.koli 

I I I I I  I 1  1 1  I I I I 1  

L I  I I f  L H L H L  
Def L L L L L  

PR [fi-kljpEktlpl E-k61ik61i ] 

In ( ~ I c ) ,  the noun root will be considered to be underlyingly 14. This 

H tone links onto the first root vowel and then spreads to  the second root 

vowel which is toneless. These tones are then copied in the reduplicate. 

As the form in (3 Id), we have assumed that it bears two underlying 

tones, L and H. The L tone links to the first root vowel and the t I  tone to 

the second root vowel. When reduplication occurs, these tones are copied in 

the reduplicate. This is better clarified in the derivations in ( 3 3 ) .  

. .- ~- . 



(33) 

UR 

Stratum 1 .  

Assib. 

HTS 1 

Redup. 

Stratum 2. 

Impl. 

PR 

2 - 6 6 ~ 6 6 6 ~ 6  

lE-bOkO 

L H  

bok0 
I 
I 

H 

Y 
boyo 

L’ 
H 

boyo.boyo 

v v  
H H  

kb68kb68 

koba I 

L 14 

koba 
I 1  
, I  

L H  

koba 

I 1  
L H  

koba.koba 

I 1  I 1  
L H  L H  

koba.koba 

I I I  1 1 1  
L I H L :  €1 

6 6  



GENERAL CONCLUSION 

In this section of our work, we will look at the theoretical 

assumptions of the Lexical Phonology model and then we will give a 

conclusion to the work. 

I. THE LEXICAL PHONOLOGY MODEL 

As earlier said, Lexical Phonology, unlike Standard Generative 

Phonology, assumes an interaction between morphology and phonology. In 

other words, there is an interleaving between the phonological rules and the 

different stages of the word formation (Kiparsky 1982, Mohanan 1986, 

Pulleyblank 1986, Mutaka 1900). To better explain this model, we will look 

at the notions of cycles, strata, lexical and postlexical rule applications. 

I. 1. Cycles and Strata. 
I. 1.1. Cycles. 

A new cycle in Lexical Phonology begins whencvcr a form is passed 

to the morphological rule system (Mohanan 1986). At every stratum, we 

have at least one cycle. In a cyclic stratum, the phonological rule system is 

scanned Tor applicability of rules every time there is a new form at a given 

stratum. On the contrary, in a non cyclic stratum the phonological rule 

system is scanned for applicability of rules only after all the morphological 

rules have applied at a given stratum. Cyclicity is therefore a property of 

the stratum, not of the rule in Lexical Phonology (Mohanan 1986). From 

our analysis of B&l6g, only stratum one is cyclic with the first cycle 

deriving the root and the second cycle the stem. 
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I. 1.2. Strata. 

Lexical Phonology is divided into two main components: the Lexicon 
or lexical component and the postlexical component. Claims have been 

made about Bantu Lexical Phonology that the lexicon has two levels or 

strata: stratum one and stratum two (Mutaka 1994). Stratum one which is 

usually cyclic derives the stem while stratum two which is non cyclic 

derives the word. Lexical items leaving the lexicon go directly into the 

syntax from where thoy undergo postlexical rule application. This claim is 

true for BBlbg as forms are first derived in the lexicon before being passed 

onto the postlexical component where postlexical rules apply. 

In  our analysis, it has been proven that a stratally organised 

phonology best suits BBlbr~ verbal and nominal forms. This is because it 

better explains the underlying tonal and phonological patterns of words. 

Consider the following data: 

I )  ik3k ‘to grind’ 

ik3 y il 

si k5y 6 y i  

‘to make s. 0. grind’ 

‘we were grinding. 

Following our earlier analysis, [k] becomes [y] in between two 

vowels following a rule of assibilation which is a stratum one phenomenon. 

A non cyclic approach that does not take into account different strata will 

not give satisfactory results as we find [k] appearing in between the vowels 

[i] and [3] in all the three forms above. This is because such an approach 

assumes that phonological rules apply only after all the morphological 

processes have taken place. Such an assumption gives us the following 

faulty results iF  the rule were to apply for all the forms. 
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2) ik5k ik3yil si k5yiiyi 

U R I  i-k3k i-k3k-il si-a-k3k-ak-i / 
I 1  I I  I Assib. 1 1  I 1  I 

Y Y Y  Y Y Y  
PR * [iy5k i y5yil Si  yjy6yi] 

NB. we have ignored the tones because what we want to highlight is the 

The only answer to this difficulty is a cyclic approach which 

3 process of assibilation. 

recognises different strata as  the derivations in (3) illustrate: 

3) ik5k 

U R /  i-k3k 

Stratum 1. 

Rt. k3k 

Stem. k3k 

Assib. 

Stratum 2. 

i-k2k 

PR [ikjk 

ikjyil 

i-kDk-il 

k3k 

k3k - il 
I 
I 

Y 

i-kq-il 

ikjyil 

si kjyiiyi 

si-a-kDk-ak-i / 

k3k 

kDk -ak-i 
I I  
I I  

Y Y  

This is where the Lexical Phonology model has an upper hand over 

the Standard Generative Phonology Model which cannot adequately explain 

why assibilation occurs in some instances but not in others. 
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noting that for BBlbrJ verbal and nominal forms, the number of strata has 

been limited to two in the lexicon. 
Lexical items leaving the lexicon go directly into the syntax where 

they undergo postlexical rule applications. The following differences can 

help us distinguish between lexical and postlexical rule applications: 

Lexical rule applications 
fl:g.. ‘s, u 
.$&A ,,,_:. 

1. may have to take into account 

i ]  apply exclusively in the middle of 

than once as the word is being built 

Postlexical rule applications 

Vo exceptions. The rule applies 

moss  the board to all forms whose 

Ftructural description is met 

May not refer to word internal 

structure. The only boundaries ever 

used are word boundaries and 

phrasal boundaries 

May apply across word boundaries 

(although they may also apply in the 
middle of words.) 

May not be cyclic; apply only once. 

Must follow all lexical rule 

applications 

‘YUY 1999). 

tq like many other Bantu languages distinguishes between lexical and 

le applications. Phonological rules like assibilation, vowel 

alization, stray erasure, tone linking and many others have 

fall under lexical rule applications while a rule like default 
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low has been assumed to fall under the postlexical rule applications. This 

gives us a summary of rules discussed in this work which is as follows: 

Stratum I 
Root 

Stem 

Stratum 2 

Postlexically 

Verbs 
+ ATR association 

+low delinking 

Assibilation. 

[ +hi] spreading 

HTS 1 

HTA 1 

Vowel deletion 

Tone linking 

consonant insertion 

consonant spreading 

Tone dissimilation 

Delinking 

vowel harmony 

vowel deletion 

Tone linking 

Nasal assimilation 

stray erasure 

Implosion 

Postnasal hardening 

g deletion 

k insertion 

HTS2 

HTA2 

Meeussen’s rule 

Delinking 

Default Low 

Nouns 

issibilation 

ITS 1 

vowel deletion 

rone linking. 

Nasal assimilation 

Stray erasure 

Implosion 

Devocal ization 

I’alatal isat ion 

MTS 1 

Default Low 
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11. CONCLUSION 

Throughout this work, a number of proposals have been made in 

order to explicitly deal with the B86q tonal and phonological data and also 

to show how the Lexical Phonology model works in BBlbq. Some of the 

proposals are as  follows: 

Firstly, a stratally organized phonology is necessary for a better 

handling of BAlbg verbal and nominal forms. Two lexical strata have been 
argued for: stratum one which is cyclic and stratum two which is non- 

cyclic. Postlexical rules apply after all the lexical rules and in our work, we  

have come out with only one postlexical rule which is Default Low. 

Secondly, following our arguments, rules are assigned to specific 
strata. Thus we have lexical and postlexical rule applications. Certain rules 

have been found to apply only in certain components of the phonological 

word, for example Meeussen’s rule which applies only in  the lNFL 

formatives. 

In reduplicates, it has been argued that the tone is copied in both 

verbs and nouns. 

We will like to note here that Bdbq like many other Bantu 

languages is very rich and researchers could do a lot of work on it, 

especially in the field of syntax where virtually noting has been done. 

-- -- 

It is also our hope that this work will be of great value to linguists 

who might want to work on BBlbg. We cannot, however, say that the work 

is exhaustive; as  such, loopholes in it can be used as bases for further 

linguistic research. 
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APPENDIX. 

In this  section, the data will be divided into nouns and verbs. 

Nouns. 

Monosyllabic nouns 
Word Gloss Word 

JIB bee f6rn 

W i  theft mbCq 

sCm need h W l i  

mbii rain mf3m 

k5 snail fitlim 

150 brain biim 

mblis back (of a person) m8rn 

k&m monkey dis 

nd3 earth d35m 

g g h d  American crocodile 

mwgn child 

Disyllabic nouns 
it8 ear t k 6  

ilen knife mfilfm 

inQ knee asiggi, 

iw5 toad ndiindb 

ik6p flame mbl6 

if5m fats mjbl6 

ipap wing (of a bird) bi3B 

i6B kola nut mjiilii 

kkb foot jkbmbi 

Gloss 

place 

elbow 

ghost 

bourgeois 

walking stick 

baobab tree 

baobab trees 

eye 
pregnancy 

yam 

race 

peace 

okra 

hcatl 

heads 

night 

nights 

crocodile 



kbQ 

kSh 

stream 

toothbrush 

basket 
placenta 

half 

Yam 

nouns 

duck 

chameleon 

button 

standing Water 

penis 

work 
hair scarf 

owl 

dew 

buttock 

change 

I25 

kh68 gown 

ancestor sise 
k6lht textbook 

a1611 teacher 

sfimbi seven 

forgiveness 

buttocks 

thoughts 

sun 

swamp 

towel 

reed 
whiteman 

stock 

guard 

chain 

Quadrisyllabic nouns 

VERBS 

Disyllabic verbs 

iI& to bite 

ikb to welcome 

ik3 to hate 

itlit to wrap 



ifQ to arrive 

i66 to break 
iks. to share/ divide 
im$ to finish / terminate 

id6 to make love 

i3i to cry 

ibjfi to talk 

i d 3 ~  to cat (chew) 

Trisyllabic verbs 
imimFi to sit down 

ik6f6 to accept 

ik6y6 to admit 

ibjiibjii to rave 

ikfiw6 to  detach 

ibwilk to destroy 

126 

ilBf 

isis 
inig 

Tj?ind 

ij61 

IJO" 

itiim 

ij6k 

..I 

i f i lk to be apt 
ijfifa to ask 
ij5lk to shelter oneself 

i k W  
ij35 to laugh 

to be sick with malaria fever 

Quadrisyllabic verbs 

i68yEIk to accuse 

iEtini to initiate 

ikiijjisk to judge 

to give advice 

to frighten 

to adore 
to buy 

to go 

to plant 

to pound 

to listen 

to deny 

IO take 

todry 

to fill 

to perch 

to change 

to become 

to prevent 
to organize 

to bend oneself 

to sift 

to scatter 




